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Abstract

Two main topics are considered in this thesis: Machining with industrial
robots and optimal control of road-vehicles in critical maneuvers. The moti-
vation for research on the first subject is the need for flexible and accurate
production processes employing industrial robots as their main component.
The challenge to overcome here is to achieve high-accuracy machining so-
lutions, in spite of strong process forces a!ecting the robot end-e!ector.
Because of the process forces, the nonlinear dynamics of the manipulator,
such as the joint compliance and backlash, significantly degrade the achieved
position accuracy of the machined part. In this thesis, a macro/micro manip-
ulator configuration is considered to the purpose of increasing the position
accuracy. In particular, a model-based control architecture is developed for
control of the micro manipulator. The macro/micro manipulator configura-
tion are validated by experimental results from milling tests in aluminium.
The main result is that the proposed actuator configuration, combined with
the control architecture proposed in this thesis, can be used for increasing
the accuracy of industrial machining processes with robots.

The interest for research on optimal control of road-vehicles in time-
critical maneuvers is mainly driven by the desire to devise improved vehicle
safety systems. Primarily, the solution of an optimal control problem for a
specific cost function and model configuration can provide indication of per-
formance limits as well as inspiration for control strategies in time-critical
maneuvering situations. In this thesis, a methodology for solving this kind
of problems is discussed. More specifically, vehicle and tire modeling and the
optimization formulation required to get useful solutions to these problems
are investigated. Simulation results are presented for di!erent vehicle mod-
els, under varying road-surface conditions, in aggressive maneuvers, where in
particular the tires are performing at their limits. The obtained results are
evaluated and compared. The main conclusion here is that even simplified
road-vehicle models are able to replicate behavior observed when experienced
drivers are handling vehicles in time-critical maneuvers. Hence, it is plausible
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that the results presented in this thesis provide a basis for development of
future optimization-based driver assistance technologies.
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1

Introduction

This thesis considers two di!erent topics: Machining with industrial robots
and optimal control of road-vehicles in critical maneuvers. The common
theme of these two topics is the importance of accurate motion control in
advanced applications; the robot in a machining scenario with significant pro-
cess forces a!ecting the robot end-e!ector and the vehicle in a time-critical
situation, where in particular the tires are performing at their limits.

1.1 Background and Motivation

Motion control of industrial serial kinematic robots has been investigated
in the scientific community for several decades. Hence, the positioning ac-
curacy achieved with model-based feedforward control combined with joint-
servo feedback controllers for a robot moving in free space is satisfactory
for most applications. In addition, certain methods and products exist for
achieving absolute accuracy by kinematic calibration. For an introduction to
robot modeling and control, see, e.g., [Spong et al., 2006] and [Siciliano et
al., 2009]. When considering machining applications traditionally performed
with dedicated machine tools—where the manipulator and the tool form a
kinematic chain with the workpiece—the e!ects of joint dynamics such as
friction, backlash, and compliance influence the positioning accuracy signifi-
cantly. This is mainly caused by the process forces required for these tasks,
but in addition the accuracy to be fulfilled in these kind of applications is
often below 50–100 µm. This motivates the need for research on methods
and strategies for increasing the accuracy of machining tasks performed with
industrial robots. In this thesis, a macro/micro manipulator configuration
for milling scenarios is considered. The configuration is modeled and a sub-
sequent control architecture is developed, which finally is verified in milling
experiments.

The interest for optimal control of road-vehicles is mainly driven and
motivated by the need for improved safety systems and driver assistance
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Chapter 1. Introduction

technologies, see, e.g., [Sharp and Peng, 2011]. In order to increase the un-
derstanding of vehicle dynamics, optimal vehicle control in time-critical sit-
uations is an appealing approach in order to trigger extreme modes in the
vehicle dynamics and to find performance limits. The challenge here is to
find vehicle models—and in particular tire models—which contain su"cient
expressiveness in order for the results to be useful, not only in a simula-
tion setting but also for vehicle control in general. The overall aim of these
kind of studies is to find vehicle behavior and control strategies, which can
lead the way to new vehicle safety systems. In this thesis, optimal control
of road-vehicles in certain critical maneuvers, resulting in aggressive maneu-
vering behavior, is investigated. In particular, the tire and vehicle modeling
required for optimal control applications is in focus in these studies.

1.2 Publications

In this section, the publications on which this thesis is based are presented.
The publications are divided into two parts; machining with industrial robots
and optimal control of vehicles.

Machining with Industrial Robots

Olofsson, B., O. Sörnmo, U. Schneider, A. Robertsson, A. Puzik, and R. Jo-
hansson (2011). “Modeling and control of a piezo-actuated high-dynamic
compensation mechanism for industrial robots”. In: IEEE/RSJ Int. Conf.
on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS). San Francisco, CA, pp. 4704–
4709.

Olofsson, B., O. Sörnmo, U. Schneider, M. Barho, A. Robertsson, and R. Jo-
hansson (2012). “Increasing the accuracy for a piezo-actuated micro ma-
nipulator for industrial robots using model-based nonlinear control”. In:
10th Int. IFAC Symp. on Robot Control (SYROCO). Dubrovnik, Croatia,
pp. 277–282.

Sörnmo, O., B. Olofsson, U. Schneider, A. Robertsson, and R. Johansson
(2012). “Increasing the milling accuracy for industrial robots using a
piezo-actuated high-dynamic micro manipulator”. In: IEEE/ASME Int.
Conf. on Advanced Intelligent Mechatronics (AIM). Kaohsiung, Taiwan,
pp. 104–110.

Publication one and three were developed as a cooperation between the
author and O. Sörnmo, and equal contribution is asserted. The author was
main responsible for the modeling and control development and O. Sörnmo
was main responsible for the experimental verification. A. Puzik developed
the considered micro manipulator for online compensation and U. Schneider
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1.2 Publications

took part in the implementation and the experiments. A. Robertsson and
R. Johansson provided comments on the manuscript.

In the second publication, the author developed the models from ex-
perimental data. O. Sörnmo discussed the methodology with the author.
U. Schneider and M. Barho performed the experiments. A. Robertsson and
R. Johansson provided comments and assisted in structuring the manuscript.

Optimal Control of Vehicles

Berntorp, K., B. Olofsson, K. Lundahl, B. Bernhardsson, and L. Nielsen
(2013). “Models and methodology for optimal vehicle maneuvers applied
to a hairpin turn”. In: Am. Control Conf. (ACC). Washington, D.C. Ac-
cepted for publication.

Lundahl, K., K. Berntorp, B. Olofsson, J. Åslund, and L. Nielsen (2013).
“Studying the influence of roll and pitch dynamics in optimal road-vehicle
maneuvers”. In: Int. Symp. on Dynamics of Vehicles on Roads and Tracks
(IAVSD). Qingdao, China. Accepted for publication.

Olofsson, B., K. Lundahl, K. Berntorp, and L. Nielsen (2013). “An investiga-
tion of optimal vehicle maneuvers for di!erent road conditions”. In: 7th
IFAC Symp. on Advances in Automotive Control (AAC). Tokyo, Japan.
Submitted.

The author developed the optimization methodology and performed the
optimizations, whose results are presented in the first and third publication,
together with K. Berntorp, and equal contribution is asserted. K. Lundahl
developed the models utilized in the optimal control formulation together
with the author and K. Berntorp, as well as performed the optimizations
whose results are presented in the second publication. B. Bernhardsson and
L. Nielsen provided comments on the methodology and assisted in structuring
the manuscripts.

Other Related Publications

The following publications, where the author also has made contributions in
related areas, were decided not to be part of the present thesis.

Berntorp, K., B. Olofsson, and A. Robertsson (2013). “Path tracking with
obstacle avoidance for pseudo-omnidirectional mobile robots using con-
vex optimization”. In: Proc. Conf. Decision and Control (CDC). Firenze,
Italy. Submitted.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Lehmann, C., B. Olofsson, K. Nilsson, M. Halbauer, M. Haage, A. Roberts-
son, O. Sörnmo, and U. Berger (2013). “Robot joint modeling and pa-
rameter identification using the clamping method”. In: IFAC Conf. on
Manufacturing Modelling, Management, and Control (MIM). St. Peters-
burg, Russia. Accepted for publication.

Olofsson, B., H. Nilsson, A. Robertsson, and J. Åkesson (2011). “Optimal
tracking and identification of paths for industrial robots”. In: Proc. 18th
World Congress of the Int. Federation of Automatic Control (IFAC). Mi-
lano, Italy, pp. 1126–1132.

Sörnmo, O., B. Olofsson, A. Robertsson, and R. Johansson (2012). “Increas-
ing time-e"ciency and accuracy of robotic machining processes using
model-based adaptive force control”. In: 10th Int. IFAC Symp. on Robot
Control (SYROCO). Dubrovnik, Croatia, pp. 543–548.

The first publication was developed as a cooperation between the author
and K. Berntorp, and equal contribution is asserted and joint first-authorship
is claimed. A. Robertsson provided comments on the method and assisted in
structuring the manuscript.

In the second publication, the author developed the method from an
original idea of K. Nilsson. C. Lehmann and M. Halbauer performed the ex-
periments and developed parts of the experimental procedure. The remaining
authors took part in the discussions and implementation of the method.

The third publication was based on the Master Thesis of the author,
which was performed together with H. Nilsson. The author wrote the paper
and A. Robertsson and J. Åkesson provided comments on the method and
assisted in structuring the manuscript.

In the fourth publication, the author contributed with ideas for the de-
veloped method and assisted in the experimental work.

1.3 Outline and Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are:

• Modeling and control of a micro manipulator for online position com-
pensation in high-accuracy machining production scenarios using in-
dustrial robots;

• An experimental verification of the proposed micro manipulator control
architecture in a milling scenario;

• A methodology for calculation of optimal road-vehicle maneuvers and
a subsequent investigation of the influence of vehicle and tire model
configurations;
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1.3 Outline and Contributions

• An investigation of the influence of road-surface uncertainties in opti-
mal road-vehicle maneuvers.

This thesis comprises two parts. Part 1 presents results related to ma-
chining with industrial robots. Chapter 2 gives a background to the subject
and provides a motivating machining example and discusses the challenges
of machining with industrial robots. Modeling and subsequent model-based
control of a micro manipulator for milling applications using industrial robots
are presented in Chapter 3. An extension of the control architecture, with
explicit modeling of the nonlinear dynamics of the micro manipulator, is
discussed in Chapter 4. The proposed method and control architecture are
evaluated in milling experiments, whose results are presented and discussed
in Chapter 5. Finally, conclusions and aspects on future work are provided
in Chapter 6.

The second part of the thesis, Part 2, discusses optimal control of vehicles,
and in particular control of road-vehicles. An introduction to the subject is
given in Chapter 7. In Chapter 8, a methodology for solving optimal control
problems for road-vehicles in time-critical situations is proposed. In addition,
vehicle and tire modeling with focus on optimal control is discussed and
simulation results are presented. In Chapter 9, optimal vehicle maneuvers
on di!erent road-surfaces are investigated. In addition, simulation results
are provided showing the vehicle behavior on the investigated road-surfaces.
This part of the thesis is concluded in Chapter 10.

15



Part I

Machining with Industrial
Robots
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2

Introduction

As a result of the increased demands on e"ciency and flexibility in indus-
trial production over the past decades, the need for automated, flexible, and
high-accuracy machining tasks has increased. In this context, usage of in-
dustrial robots is an appealing solution based on their flexibility in terms of
reconfiguration possibilities, versatility, and their relatively low investment
cost, compared to the cost of a machine tool. However, because of the limited
sti!ness and position-accuracy of industrial robots, and consequently their
inability to execute tasks based on Computer-Aided Design (CAD) specifica-
tions with acceptable results, machining operations are not straightforward
to perform, see, e.g., [Zhang et al., 2005; Abele et al., 2011; Wang et al.,
2009; Pan and Zhang, 2009]. Further, the nonlinear dynamics of the robot
joints, such as backlash, friction, and nonlinear sti!ness, are important for the
Cartesian positioning accuracy, since the joint servo controllers are based on
measurements on the motor side of the joint. Consequently, discrepancies be-
tween the arm-side position and the motor-side position for the joints occur.
The dynamics of a robot joint is depicted in Figure 2.1, where the variables
included in the model are explained in Table 2.1.

2.1 Motivating Machining Example

In order to illustrate some of the challenges in machining with industrial
robots and motivate the work presented in this part of the thesis, a milling
task executed in aluminium is considered in this section. The task is to remove
material in a rectangular area, referred to as a pocket, see Figure 2.2.

The procedure for the milling task was as follows: First, the milling path
was computed from CAD data of the robot cell and the workpiece using a
Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAM) software and subsequently a robot
program was generated. Second, the milling task was performed with an
industrial robot of model IRB2400 from ABB [ABB Robotics, 2012], which
was holding the workpiece. The machining spindle was attached to a base
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Figure 2.1 Robot joint model with nonlinear dynamics, depicted as a
prismatic joint for simplicity.

Table 2.1 Variables and parameters in the nonlinear robot joint model
depicted in Figure 2.1.

!m — Torque from controller to motor
!d — External disturbance torque
"m — Joint angle, motor side
"a — Joint angle, arm side
#b — Backlash angle
kn — Nonlinear spring constant
!f — Friction torque

Jm — Actuator/motor inertia
Ja — Arm side inertia
km — Sti!ness accomplished by controller
dm — Damping accomplished by controller

inside the robot working space, see Figure 2.3. The spindle was running at
a speed of 24 000 rpm and the milling tool had a diameter of 7 mm. For
arm-side measurements of the position and orientation of the tool center
point (TCP) coordinate system, defined at the robot end-e!ector, an optical
tracking system from Nikon Metrology of model K600 [Nikon Metrology,
2010] was used. This tracking system provides data at a sample rate of 1
kHz during the whole milling process. In addition, a force/torque sensor was
attached to the robot end-e!ector for measurements of the process forces. For
accessing the sensor data in the robot controller, the ExtCtrl architecture
[Blomdell et al., 2010; Blomdell et al., 2005; Nilsson and Johansson, 1999], a
research interface to ABB S4CPlus and IRC5 controllers, was used.
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2.1 Motivating Machining Example

Figure 2.2 Milling task where a rectangular area of material, a so called
pocket, is to be removed.

Figure 2.3 Experimental setup for milling experiments (left) at Lund
University, including an optical tracking system (right) for high-accuracy
measurements of robot position and orientation.

The milling experiment was performed, whereby the results displayed in
Figure 2.4 were obtained. It is to be noted that the path planning is such
that the pocket is created in several milling runs, where the accumulated
depth-of-cut is increased in every cycle. This strategy is common practice
for machine tools and has for that reason also been adopted in the path
planning software utilized in this experiment. Further, the milling tool left
the workpiece between each cycle, resulting in the characteristic force tran-
sients visible in the process force data when reentering the material prior to
each cycle. Several conclusions can be drawn from the experimental data,
exhibiting the challenges of machining with industrial robots:

• Uncertainty in the calibration of the robot—i.e., in particular the kine-
matic parameters—and the aluminium block results in position and
orientation errors of the workpiece which means that the milling tool
is not completely orthogonal to the machined surface;

• The negative influence of the backlash in the robot joints, clearly visible
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Figure 2.4 Measurements during a milling task with an industrial robot
of model ABB IRB2400, see Figure 2.3. Subplots: Arm-side position mea-
surements (upper left), position error (upper right), and process forces
(lower center). Color scheme in upper right and lower plot: TCPx–blue,
TCPy–green, and TCPz–red.

in the machined surface in Figure 2.2 at the locations where the gears
of the motors reverse motion direction and thus excite the backlash;

• Position deviations occurring when the milling tool enters the material
and consequently gives rise to significant force transients with frequency
characteristics higher than the bandwidth of the position control loop
of the robot;

• The limited sti!ness of the industrial robot—or more specifically the
compliance of the robot joints—which results in position deviations
when the process forces a!ect the robot end-e!ector.

Eigenfrequencies in Cartesian Space Considering the joint-based ac-
tuation for a serial kinematic robot and that the high-frequency disturbances
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2.1 Motivating Machining Example

!1

!2

x

Fx

Figure 2.5 Schematic of a simplified robot manipulator with joint ac-
tuation with torques !1 and !2, where high-frequency force disturbances
Fx from the machining process enter at the end-e!ector. The disturbances
result in a position deflection x.

from the milling process enter the robot at the end-e!ector, not only the joint
actuation bandwidth of the robot is of importance but also the bandwidth for
disturbance rejection at the TCP. The latter is significantly di!erent from
the joint actuation bandwidth because of the mechanical structure of the
links. The noncolocation of actuation and disturbances is schematically il-
lustrated in one dimension for a simplified two degrees-of-freedom robot in
Figure 2.5. For illustration purposes, an impulse response experiment was
performed, where a force impulse was applied to the end-e!ector of the ABB
IRB2400 robot and the subsequent position deflection was measured simul-
taneously as the forces. The deflection of the robot was measured using the
Nikon Metrology K600 optical tracking system. The result is displayed in
Figure 2.6. As can be observed in the experimental data, all Cartesian direc-
tions exhibit natural eigenfrequencies in the range of 10–25 Hz, with di!erent
damping in the di!erent directions. This implies the limitations on the pro-
cess force disturbance-rejection bandwidth. The Cartesian eigenfrequencies
of the robot also exhibit a dependency on the robot configuration.

Nonlinear Dynamics in Robot Joints Modeling and investigation of
the nonlinear dynamics of robot joints have been discussed extensively in the
literature. Methods for measuring the static and dynamic joint friction in
industrial manipulators have been investigated previously, see, e.g., [Bitten-
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Figure 2.6 Impulse response obtained by applying a force on the robot
end-e!ector and measuring the corresponding deflection. Color scheme:
TCPx–blue, TCPy–green, and TCPz–red.

court et al., 2010]. Friction modeling in general is discussed extensively in
[Olsson, 1996]. Further, methods and strategies for modeling and quantify-
ing the backlash in robot joints have been discussed in [Hovland et al., 2002;
Ruderman et al., 2009]. Sti!ness modeling and subsequent online position
error compensation are discussed in [Abele et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2009;
Pan and Zhang, 2009].

The static friction torques for di!erent motor velocities were estimated
for each of the joints on the ABB IRB2400 robot setup as an illustration. A
model similar to the one presented in [Bittencourt et al., 2010] is adopted. In
the model, both viscous friction and the Stribeck e!ect are considered. The
friction torque !f can be written as

!f ("̇m) =
!

FC + FSe
!

"

"

!̇m
!̇S

"

"

"
#

sign("̇m) + FV "̇m, (2.1)

where FC , FS , "̇S ,#, and FV are model parameters to be determined from
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Figure 2.7 Friction measurements (blue cross) for joint 2 on the IRB2400
robot. The red solid line represents a fit of the measured data to the model
in (2.1). The Stribeck e!ect is clearly visible for low motor velocities.

experimental data. For obtaining an estimate of the friction in the robot
joint, the procedure described in [Bittencourt et al., 2010] was performed.
With this method, a sequence of constant joint velocities are referenced to
the joint servo controllers, while the required motor torques are measured.
The friction behavior for the second joint of the ABB IRB2400 robot is
displayed in Figure 2.7, where the stationary friction torque is displayed as
function of the motor velocity. It is to be noted that the Stribeck e!ect is
clearly visible for low motor velocities, whereas for higher motor velocities
the viscous friction is dominant. The measured data was fitted to the model
in (2.1). The model parameters for the current joint are

FC = 0.27, FS = 0.046, "̇S = 1.7, # = 1.1, FV = 0.0018.

The friction behavior displayed in Figure 2.7 is typical for robot joints. The
measured friction behavior for the remaining joints of the investigated robot
is similar, even though the Stribeck e!ect is less pronounced in some of the
smaller wrist joints.
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Figure 2.8 Graphical representation of the research aim of the COMET
project, and its four corner stones [COMET, 2013].

2.2 The COMET project

Within the research project COMET1 [COMET, 2013] started in 2010, the
aim is to develop milling solutions for industrial robots achieving an accu-
racy better than 50 µm. This research is performed in a four-step procedure
according to Figure 2.8. The four di!erent parts of the project can be sum-
marized as follows:

Kinematic and Dynamic Models In order to increase the machining
accuracy, both kinematic and dynamic models of the robot are developed.
The kinematic models consist of the Denavit-Hartenberg parameters [De-
navit and Hartenberg, 1955] as well as the geometric data of the robot. Fur-
ther, the dynamic models are to describe the joint dynamics of the robot,
significantly influencing the milling accuracy as observed in the milling ex-
periment in the previous section. In particular, essential properties such as
friction, backlash, and compliance are considered in the joint-based robot
models. Further, methods for determining these properties of an industrial
robot using automated procedures are investigated.

Model-Based Path Generation Based on the kinematic and dynamic
models, an improved strategy for o#ine path planning is developed. In the
path-planning stage, the models are utilized in order to plan a reference path
utilizing CAM software which, taking the developed models into account,
results in the desired milling path.

1Plug-and-produce COmponents and METhods for adaptive control of industrial
robots enabling cost e!ective, high precision manufacturing in factories of the future
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2.3 Micro Manipulator for Machining

Real-Time 6D Tracking System As opposed to the two approaches de-
scribed in the previous paragraphs based on o#ine compensation, also online
strategies for improving the milling accuracy are investigated. To this pur-
pose, online real-time 6D-compensation is developed, where the term 6D here
refers to position and orientation. The position and orientation of the robot
workpiece are measured using optical tracking systems, whose measurements
are fed to the robot controller and position corrections are performed in
real-time.

Micro Manipulator for Milling For milling tasks with industrial robots
demanding high position-accuracy, a micro manipulator where the machin-
ing spindle is attached was developed. The aim of the micro manipulator is
to compensate online for the 3D position deviations of the robot, as mea-
sured by the optical tracking system. By design, the micro manipulator has
a significantly higher bandwidth than the robot. Consequently, position de-
viations with higher frequency than the robot bandwidth are to be fed to the
micro manipulator—which has a geometrically limited compensation range—
whereas low-frequency and stationary errors are handled by the robot itself.

Focus of This Thesis In this thesis, research results from the develop-
ment of the control architecture for the micro manipulator are presented.
The background and motivation for this development are discussed next.

2.3 Micro Manipulator for Machining

For high-accuracy milling tasks, a piezo-actuated 3D-compensation mecha-
nism has been developed [Puzik et al., 2009; Puzik et al., 2010; Puzik, 2011]
at the Fraunhofer Institute for Manufacturing and Engineering in Stuttgart,
Germany. The mechanism is to compensate for the remaining position errors
of the robot, which the robot per se is unable to compensate for because of its
limited structural bandwidth. The bandwidth of the position control for the
robot is mainly limited by the eigenfrequencies of the manipulator structure,
as experimentally indicated in Section 2.1. In the proposed setup, the spin-
dle holding the milling tool is attached to the compensation mechanism and
the robot is consequently holding the workpiece. A subsequent experimental
setup is displayed in Figure 2.9.

The main contribution of the present thesis is the development of a model-
based control architecture and an experimental verification of the proposed
method for machining with industrial robots. A first prototype version of the
control architecture is presented, as well as an improved version with explicit
consideration of the nonlinear dynamics of the micro manipulator. The ex-
perimental evaluation presents results from milling tasks in aluminium using
both peripheral and face milling strategies. In addition, the experimental ver-
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y
z

x

Figure 2.9 The experimental setup at Fraunhofer IPA, Stuttgart, Ger-
many, for online compensation of positioning errors during machining tasks,
where the robot holds the workpiece and the milling spindle is attached to
the micro manipulator. A close-up of the micro manipulator, as seen from
the opposite side, is displayed to the right in the figure.

ification contrasts the milling accuracy achieved by using the compensation
mechanism to the standard uncompensated case.

The advantages of utilizing an additional manipulator, with higher band-
width than the primary robot, together with a robot manipulator in a closed
kinematic chain, has previously been investigated by Sharon, Fasse, and
Hogan et al., see, e.g., [Sharon et al., 1993; Fasse and Hogan, 1995]. It
was shown that the bandwidth of the endpoint position-control loop was
increased. The concepts of macro and micro manipulator were introduced to
describe the robot and the additional compensation mechanism, respectively.
These terms are adopted in this thesis. It is to be noted, though, that the
micro manipulator in the experimental setup proposed in this thesis is not
attached to the robot end-e!ector as an additional joint.

Piezo-actuated mechanisms based on flexure elements have been proposed
for micro and nano manipulation earlier, see, e.g., [Li and Xu, 2011; Liaw
and Shirinzadeh, 2010]. Although the compensation mechanism considered
in this thesis utilizes similar components in its mechanical design, there are
significant di!erences. Previous designs were designed for compensation in
micro and nano manipulation, whereas the micro manipulator discussed in
this thesis is designed for machining processes with industrial robots, where
strong process forces are required to fulfill the specified task.
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2.3 Micro Manipulator for Machining

In [Vuong et al., 2009], a control architecture for task-space control of
industrial manipulators, with a hierarchical structure similar to the one uti-
lized for control of the micro manipulator discussed in this thesis, is presented.
However, the control of the micro manipulator in this thesis is performed di-
rectly in task space, due to the decoupled nature of the actuation axes of the
mechanism.
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3

Modeling and Control of the
Micro Manipulator

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, modeling and position control design for the micro manipula-
tor for machining tasks with industrial robots are discussed. Dynamic models
of the system and a subsequent model-based control architecture are devel-
oped. This chapter is based on the publications [Olofsson et al., 2011a] and
[Sörnmo et al., 2012].

The structure of this chapter is as follows: First, the mechanical design of
the micro manipulator is reviewed in Section 3.2. Subsequently, a dynamic
characterization of the micro manipulator is presented in Section 3.3, which
provides the foundation for the modeling discussed in Section 3.4. Section 3.5
presents a model-based control architecture for position control of the micro
manipulator. The chapter is concluded with a summary in Section 3.6.

3.2 Micro Manipulator Design

In order to provide a basis for the development of position control algorithms,
the mechanical design of the micro manipulator is reviewed in this section.
The design is such that translational motion of the machining spindle is
possible in all three Cartesian directions. However, there are no rotational
degrees of freedom. Referring to Figure 2.9, the actuation axes are hereafter
called x, y, and z, respectively.

The mechanism is actuated by piezo-actuators, which realize the sti! and
strong actuation required to withstand the process forces used during the
milling process. The movements of the piezo-actuators are transferred to a
corresponding translational movement of the spindle via a flexure mechanism,
see Figure 3.1. The flexure elements are constructed using solid-state joints—
i.e., the joints are cut directly in the solid aluminium base plate. The flexure
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x

y

Figure 3.1 Actuation principle for the axes of the micro manipulator, x-
and y-axes (upper drawing) and z-axis (lower drawing). The piezo-actuators
in the xy-plane are marked by red color in the upper drawing [Puzik et al.,
2009; Puzik et al., 2010; Puzik, 2011].

elements result in an e!ective gear ratio between actuator side and end-
e!ector side along each of the motion axes. The maximum extension of the
di!erent piezo-actuators is 100–180 µm and the gear ratio in each of the
axes is between four and five, which results in a maximum compensation
range of approximately 0.5 mm in each direction. The micro manipulator is
equipped with strain gauges integrated into the piezo-actuators measuring
the corresponding extensions with temperature compensation, thus achieving
a resolution of 0.7 µm. In addition, capacitive sensors which measure the
Cartesian position of the end-e!ector with a resolution of 0.15 µm and a
bandwidth of 2 kHz, are integrated into the micro manipulator. For further
details regarding the mechanical design and sensor integration, the reader is
referred to [Puzik et al., 2009; Puzik et al., 2010; Puzik, 2011].

3.3 Dynamic Characterization of the Micro Manipulator

Because of the inherent resonant character of the mechanical design—which
is a result of the flexure elements utilized—and the nonlinear e!ects which
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Figure 3.2 Characterization of hysteresis in the dynamics along the x-
axis of the micro manipulator in the case of a linear, alternatingly increasing
and decreasing, input with changing amplitude. Note the complex behavior
of the hysteresis, which exhibits both rate and amplitude dependency.

appear in piezo-actuators, accurate positioning control of the micro manipu-
lator without oscillations under milling process disturbances is a challenging
control problem. A model-based solution is here pursued in order to control
the tool position.

Nonlinear Phenomena in the Piezo-Actuators

It is well-known that piezo-actuators exhibit a nonlinear relationship between
the applied input voltage and the corresponding position extension. Experi-
ments have been performed on the micro manipulator in order to quantify the
e!ect of the nonlinear phenomena in the piezo-actuators. The experiments
indicated that the main nonlinearities that need to be handled are hysteresis
and the creep phenomenon, where the latter means that the extension of
the piezo-actuator is increasing over time for constant input voltage. Results
from experiments where the input voltages to the piezo-actuators were al-
ternatingly increasing and decreasing are shown in Figure 3.2. It is obvious
that the hysteresis needs to be handled actively for accurate positioning. It is
also noted that the hysteresis is both rate and amplitude dependent. Further,
experiments showed that the nonlinear creep phenomenon in the actuator is
a much slower process, and thus easier to handle.

Although di!erent in nature, both of these nonlinear e!ects can be re-
duced by using high-gain feedback. The control design will be described in
Section 3.5. The nonlinear dynamics of the micro manipulator is further con-
sidered in Chapter 4.
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3.4 Modeling of the Mechanical Construction

Frequency Characterization of the Mechanical Design

In order to characterize the frequency properties of the mechanical design
of the micro manipulator, several frequency response experiments have been
performed. The frequency spectra in the di!erent actuation directions, dis-
played in Figure 3.3, were estimated using the periodogram method. An
important property of the system is the location of the first natural eigen-
frequency. It is noted that the characteristics are quite di!erent in the three
Cartesian actuation directions. In particular, two natural eigenfrequencies
are visible in the x- and z-axes, whereas only one is visible in the y-axis. The
first eigenfrequency appears in the frequency range 33–47 Hz for all of the
three axes.

The locations of the eigenfrequencies are important since they limit the
achievable bandwidth—i.e., the velocity that can be achieved in the position
control loop—in the final closed-loop control system. Increasing the band-
width beyond the resonance frequencies requires a lot of control actuation
and the sensitivity to model errors becomes significant.

3.4 Modeling of the Mechanical Construction

In order to design position control algorithms, it is advantageous to perform
modeling of the micro manipulator prior to the design. Two di!erent methods
for modeling can be chosen. As a first approach, modeling based on mechan-
ical relations can be established, where the construction specific parameters
are either analytically calculated or experimentally identified.

The other approach is to consider black-box input-output models without
investigating the internal mechanical design. This is a common approach
in model-based control, which results in satisfactory control performance
given that the model captures the essential input-output dynamics of the
system. This approach is investigated in this chapter for modeling of the
linear dynamics of the micro manipulator.

Identification Based on Black-Box Models

Using system identification methods [Johansson, 1993], mathematical models
describing the dynamics of the micro manipulator were determined. The axes
can, in the modeling phase, be assumed to be decoupled provided that the
mechanical design is made such that the motions of the di!erent axes are
su"ciently independent. During the dynamic characterization of the micro
manipulator, minor cross coupling between the x- and z-axes was observed,
which is further investigated using multi-input multi-output identification in
the next section. However, since the influence of the coupling is minor, the
assumption on decoupling was made in the subsequent model-based control
design. Consequently, each axis is considered as a system with one input and
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Figure 3.3 Estimated power spectral densities in the Cartesian actuation
directions of the micro manipulator. The significant resonance frequencies
occurring for the input-output dynamics along each of the axes are to be
noted.
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3.4 Modeling of the Mechanical Construction

one output. Identification of the models was done in the System Identification
Toolbox [Ljung, 2010] in Matlab and the State-Space Model Identification
(SMI) Toolbox [Haverkamp and Verhaegen, 1997] for identification of state-
space models. Accordingly, consider discrete-time state-space models of the
innovation form

$

xk+1 = $xk + %uk + Kek

yk = Cxk + Duk + ek
, (3.1)

where uk ! Rm is the input, xk ! Rn is the state vector, yk ! Rp is
the output, and ek is a white-noise sequence. The system model matri-
ces S : {$, %, C, D} in the state-space representation are identified using
one of the available implementations of subspace-based identification meth-
ods. In particular, the N4SID-method [Overschee and De Moor, 1994] and
the MOESP algorithm [Verhaegen and Dewilde, 1992] were investigated for
model identification in this thesis. During the identification of the models,
the gain vector K in a Kalman filter [Kalman, 1960] for a minimum-variance
estimate of the states in the model is also determined based on the noise
properties of the identification data.

The subspace-based identification methods were found to result in models
with superior fit to experimental data. In particular, the natural eigenfre-
quencies of the micro manipulator were identified with significantly higher
accuracy with subspace-methods compared to identification of time-series
models of autoregressive moving-average with exogenous input (ARMAX)
type. For further details on time-series modeling, see, e.g., [Madsen, 2008;
Johansson, 1993].

Collection of Input-Output Data

The collection of experimental input-output data was performed in such a
way that the input uk was considered to be a scaled version of the input
voltage to the piezo-actuator, whereas the output yk was defined to be the
Cartesian position of the micro manipulator end-e!ector, as measured by the
capacitive sensor.

When performing system identification, an appropriate input signal has
to be chosen, such that the system is excited properly. In this work, a chirp-
signal was chosen—i.e., a sinusoid with constant amplitude and linearly in-
creasing frequency—as input, since this signal gives excitation in a well-
defined frequency range. Consequently, the start and end frequencies of the
chirp-signal have to be chosen based on the frequency range of interest. Given
the frequency spectra displayed in Figure 3.3, a suitable range of excitation
is 10–60 Hz, see Chapter 8 in [Johansson, 1993].
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Chapter 3. Modeling and Control of the Micro Manipulator

Preprocessing of the Data and Model-Order Selection

Prior to the identification, the input-output data was processed such that the
mean and the linear trend were removed. In addition, the data, which was
acquired at a sampling rate of 1 kHz, was low-pass filtered and subsequently
decimated in order to avoid aliasing, to a sample rate of 1000/6 " 167 Hz.
This sampling frequency is suitable given the location of the eigenfrequencies
of the dynamics in the di!erent actuation axes.

MIMO Identification for Investigation of Cross-Coupling When
performing identification of the state-space models for each axis of the micro
manipulator, possible cross coupling dynamics between the axes is of interest.
To this purpose, a single-input multi-output identification was made for in-
vestigation of the complete system model order. Here, the applied voltage to
the piezo-actuator was considered as input—i.e., only one axis was actuated
at a time—whereas the measured positions of the respective Cartesian axis
were considered as outputs. Hence, a single-input multi-output system is ob-
tained where possible cross coupling between the axis is taken into account.
The singular values related to the Hankel matrices of the experimental input
and output data are calculated during the identification procedure using the
N4SID or MOESP algorithms. By plotting these singular values in a diagram
with logarithmic scale, the gap between the essential dynamics of the system
and the noise level is identified. Based on this information, a su"cient order
of the model can be chosen. The singular values plots for three experiments,
with actuation in the respective Cartesian axis, are displayed in Figure 3.4.
From the plot, it is clear that the resonances observed in the experimental
data collected from the system make the singular values appear pairwise,
corresponding to a pair of complex poles.

Identified Models for Control Design

Experimentally identified discrete-time state-space models of the form (3.1)
for the dynamics in the x-, y-, and z-directions of the open-loop system were
estimated. For the control design, single-input single-output models were con-
sidered. All models are of the same format. However, the model orders vary
in the di!erent actuation directions, reflecting the number of natural eigen-
frequencies, cf. the frequency spectra in Figure 3.3. The determined model
orders for the axes of the micro manipulator are 4, 2, and 5, for the x-, y-, and
z-axis, respectively. The model order selection was based on a singular values
analysis during the identification procedure, similarly to what was described
in the previous paragraph. The frequency spectra of the identified models
are shown in Figure 3.5. It is noted that there is good correspondence with
the estimated periodograms in Figure 3.3. Further, the poles and zeros of the
identified models in the x- and y-directions are displayed in Figure 3.6 and
Figure 3.7, respectively. A measure of the fit of the models to the experimen-
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Figure 3.4 Singular value analysis of experimental data for single-input
multi-output model identification of the micro manipulator dynamics. The
three plots correspond to three di!erent experiments, with actuation in the
respective direction. When collecting the data, each axis was actuated while
measuring the response along all three Cartesian axes. Using the singular
values, the model order n of the system can be estimated.

tally collected identification data, is the variance accounted for (VAF) values,
!VAF ! [0, 100]. This quantity is, for an identification data series consisting
of N measurements, defined as [Johansson, 1993]

!VAF =

%

1 #
(YN # ŶN )T(YN # ŶN )

YT
N YN

&

$ 100, (3.2)

where YN is a vector with the identification data and ŶN is the corresponding
vector with the model output data. This figure is 92.5, 99.5, and 97.1 for the
identified models in the x-, y-, and z-directions, respectively. The obtained
values indicate that the identified models capture the essential dynamics of
the micro manipulator.
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tified using subspace identification, for the dynamics along the x-, y-, and
z-axes of the micro manipulator.
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Figure 3.6 Poles and zeros of the identified model for the dynamics in
the x-direction of the micro manipulator.
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Figure 3.7 Poles and zeros of the identified model for the dynamics in
the y-direction of the micro manipulator.
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3.5 Position Control of the Micro Manipulator

The position control problem of the micro manipulator can be divided into
two parts. First, the e!ects of the nonlinear dynamics in the piezo-actuators
need to be reduced. Second, the oscillatory mechanical structure needs to be
accurately position controlled. The specific control structure chosen in this
thesis to handle these challenges is described next.

Inner Piezo-Actuator Control Loop

Two di!erent approaches to control of nonlinear systems can be chosen:
Model-based feedforward control and feedback control. Several methods and
strategies for modeling of the nonlinear hysteresis dynamics and subsequent
model-based control design have been discussed in the literature. Models such
as the Prandtl-Ishlinskii model [Krasnosel’skii et al., 1989] and the Preisach
model [Preisach, 1935] have been proposed, which is further investigated in
Chapter 4 for the micro manipulator control design. However, as the ex-
tensions of the piezo-actuators in the micro manipulator are available for
measurement with the strain gauge sensors, a more straightforward solution
is investigated in a prototype version of the control architecture, where an
inner feedback loop is closed around the nonlinear actuator. The prototype
controller is a PID controller, with continuous-time transfer function accord-
ing to

C(s) = Kp +
Ki

s
+

sKd

1 + sKd/N
, (3.3)

where Kp, Ki, and Kd are controller parameters to be determined as part
of the design procedure. The derivative part in the controller is low-pass
filtered, in order to reduce the amplification of high-frequency noise con-
taminating the measured signal from the strain gauge sensors. Considering
the intended application scenario for the micro manipulator—i.e., milling
tasks—disturbances from the cutting process are to be expected. The cut-o!
frequency in the low-pass filter is determined by the parameter N . The PID
controller also has to be accompanied by an anti-windup scheme, to handle
the case when the controller saturates the actuators. Discretization of the
continuous-time controller (3.3) for subsequent implementation in a digital
signal processor is straightforward, [Åström and Wittenmark, 1997].

In order to reduce the e!ects of the nonlinear dynamics in the piezo-
actuators on the position control, the proportional gain Kp and the inte-
gral gain Ki should be increased as much as possible, while not resulting in
too high sensitivity to disturbances occurring during the milling. Here, the
derivative part is important since it contributes with lead compensation in
the system. It will be shown by experimental results in Chapter 5 that this
approach, combined with model-based feedforward described in Chapter 4,
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3.5 Position Control of the Micro Manipulator

results in satisfactory performance of the control of the piezo-actuators for
the intended application. The performance is here measured by the position
accuracy achieved in the milling task execution.

Model-Based Feedback Control of the Micro Manipulator

By utilizing the identified state-space models of the linear dynamics, a state
feedback control loop can be designed for each of the three Cartesian actu-
ation directions of the micro manipulator. However, new models need to be
identified after closing the inner feedback control loop for the piezo-actuators,
where the reference signal to the inner PID control loop is considered as the
input signal instead. Since the di!erence compared to the open-loop models
presented in the previous section is small, the models with the closed inner
loop are not presented here.

State feedback is an appropriate control structure for this kind of sys-
tems, since damping of the resonant modes in the micro manipulator can be
introduced in the construction by suitable control design. The control law
for state feedback control of the system (3.1) is as follows

uk = #Lxk + uff , (3.4)

where the controller parameter vector L ! Rn is to be chosen and uff is
the feedforward control signal. The design procedure is to determine the
parameter vector L by linear-quadratic (LQ) optimal control [Åström and
Wittenmark, 1997], i.e., such that the cost function

J(U) =
"
'

k=1

xT
k Qxk + uT

k Ruk, (3.5)

where U is the sequence of control inputs, is minimized. Here, the matrices
Q ! Rn#n and R ! Rm#m are user-defined weights in the optimization.

Since all states in the state-space axis models of the micro manipulator
are not available for direct measurement, a Kalman filter [Kalman, 1960] is
introduced for estimation of the states, based on the measured position sig-
nal, the system input, and the identified model. Consequently, the proposed
control law is a Linear-Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) controller. The Kalman
filter is organized as [Åström and Wittenmark, 1997]

$

x̂k+1 = $x̂k + %uk + K(yk # Cx̂k)
ŷk = Cx̂k

, (3.6)

where the estimated states x̂k and the estimated output ŷk have been in-
troduced and it was assumed that D = 0. Since the identified axis models
are based on experimental data, where the mean are subtracted from the
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original measured data, a disturbance state is added to the observer—i.e., an
additional constant state x̂e

k with dynamics according to

x̂e
k+1 = x̂e

k, (3.7)

is introduced. By adding this state, the correct static gain for the estimation
is achieved [Åström and Wittenmark, 1997]. The Kalman filter gain vector K
for minimum-variance estimate of the states in the model is obtained from the
identification procedure, since the noise model component is also included in
the innovation model structure. In particular, the subspace-based identifica-
tion methods employed provide the Kalman filter gain vector for each of the
models. The corresponding pole placement—i.e., equivalently the eigenval-
ues of the matrix ($ # KC)—is used also in the Kalman filter for the system
with the disturbance state, but with one additional pole corresponding to
the additional disturbance state x̂e

k.
The control law for the state feedback control is based on the estimated

states according to
uk = #Lx̂k + uff . (3.8)

In order to eliminate stationary errors in the position control loop, integral
action is also introduced in the state feedback controller. This is done by
extending the state vector with the integral state

xi(t) =
( t

0
(r(!) # y(!))d!, (3.9)

where the position reference signal r has been introduced. With this extra
state, it is also required that the state feedback vector L is augmented with
one element, i.e., Le =

)

L li
*

, where li is the integral gain. Also, it is to
be noted that the integral state needs to be discretized prior to design and
subsequent implementation in a digital signal processing system.

Di!erent approaches can be chosen to handle the feedforward control
signal. In the scheme presented in this thesis, the feedforward control uff is
chosen as a direct term from the reference signal, uff = lrr. The parameter
lr determines the gain of the closed-loop system, and is chosen such that
desired response to changes in the reference signal is obtained.

Tuning of Controller Parameters

In order to determine the state feedback vector L in the control law (3.8), the
weight matrices Q and R in (3.5) for the LQ design need to be determined.
Based on the identified models of the dynamics of the micro manipulator in
the di!erent actuation directions, each axis controller was tuned. Here, the
dynamics in the y-direction is investigated as an example. The characteris-
tics of the closed-loop system was determined for di!erent weight matrices.
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Figure 3.8 Bode diagram for the closed-loop system in the y-direction
of the micro manipulator for Q = I and di!erent choices of the matrix R
in the LQG design. The choices of R are in the set {1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0} for
the blue, red, green, and black line, respectively.

In particular, the choice of the matrix R determines the control signal uti-
lization. Bode diagrams for the closed-loop system for di!erent choices of R,
where the matrix Q has been chosen as the identity matrix, are displayed in
Figure 3.8. It is to be noted that a lower weight results in a more aggressive
controller, where the resonant mode in the system is well damped, at the
cost of increased control signal utilization. Hence, the controller needs to be
tuned as a trade-o! between the attenuation of the poorly damped resonance
in the system and the control signal utilization. A controller design with too
aggressive tuning may result in unsatisfactory control performance, or even
instability, when applied to the experimental setup, depending on the model
accuracy.

Outlier Detection Scheme

In order to make the micro manipulator position controller more robust to
unexpected large variations in the position measurements, an outlier detec-
tion scheme was implemented. Since optical tracking systems were utilized
for online measurement of the robot end-e!ector position, the outliers in the
current setup are mainly caused by aluminium chips emitted from the milling
process, crossing the laser beam and resulting in a temporary deviation from
the correct measurement. Even though the outliers are infrequent, they have
to be handled actively in order to avoid surface inaccuracies in the workpiece
to be machined. Consequently, an online outlier detection scheme with pre-
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diction of measurements, see, e.g., [Menold et al., 1999], was implemented
in the control architecture. A measurement value is considered as an out-
lier if it deviates more than a certain threshold d from the median value of
the M previous measurements. The predicted measurement is determined
by a moving-average filter over the 10–20 previous measurements—i.e., the
predicted measurement ŷk at time k is given by

ŷk =
1
N

(yk!1 + yk!2 + . . . + yk!N ), (3.10)

where N is the length of the moving-average filter.

Control Architecture

To the purpose of establishing a macro/micro manipulator configuration for
milling with industrial robots, a control architecture including the micro ma-
nipulator position control law proposed in the previous section was developed.
The proposed control architecture for the industrial robot and the micro ma-
nipulator is displayed in Figure 3.9. It consists of three main components; the
robot controller, an optical tracking system, and the micro manipulator con-
troller. Each of these components and its relation to the control architecture
is discussed next.

Robot Controller The macro manipulator—i.e., the industrial robot—
is controlled by a conventional robot controller. The path to be tracked is
planned o#ine using appropriate software and any position deviation of the
robot from this path during the milling process is measured by an online
tracking system and subsequently compensated for by the micro manipulator.

Tracking System and Path Deviation Measurement An optical sys-
tem is utilized for tracking of the position of the workpiece. The workpiece
is, in the proposed setup, held by the robot since the machining spindle is
attached to the micro manipulator. As a prototype measurement system,
laser-based sensors are utilized for tracking of the position of the workpiece.
However, any optical tracking system with su"cient resolution and sample
rate can be utilized. Su"cient resolution in this context is determined by the
desired milling accuracy.

Micro Manipulator Controller The position of the workpiece, as mea-
sured by the tracking system, is compared to the nominal position calculated
in the robot controller. Deviations from the nominal path are fed to the mi-
cro manipulator controller, i.e., the reference value rk at time step k for the
micro manipulator is calculated as

rk = pd
k # pm

k , (3.11)

where pd
k is the nominal path of the robot and pm

k is the measured position
of the robot end-e!ector at time step k.
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Figure 3.9 Control architecture for online compensation of position er-
rors during milling tasks with industrial robots. The micro manipulator
controller positions the machining tool based on the reference value calcu-
lated as the deviation of the workpiece, attached to the robot end-e!ector,
from the nominal path.

Experimental Verification In order to verify the operation of the control
architecture, a milling experiment with online compensation along the x-axis
of the micro manipulator was performed. The results of the experiment are
displayed in Figure 3.10. It is clear that the controller is working satisfactory
in this experiment, with a control error below ±10 µm. The control architec-
ture is further validated in extensive milling experiments in Chapter 5.

3.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, a model-based position control architecture for a micro ma-
nipulator for milling tasks with industrial robots was proposed. Experimen-
tal data was collected, whereby models describing the linear dynamics of
the system were determined. A control law based on a LQG controller was
presented. Finally, a control architecture integrating the micro manipula-
tor controller with the robot controller and an optical tracking system for
arm-side measurements of the robot position was discussed. The chapter was
concluded with experimental results obtained in a milling experiment with
online compensation, verifying the operation of the control structure.
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4

Nonlinear Model-Based
Control of the Micro
Manipulator

4.1 Introduction

As described in Section 3.3 in the previous chapter, the piezo-actuators in
the micro manipulator exhibit nonlinear dynamics. Hence, it is plausible that
explicit modeling of the nonlinear elements of the micro manipulator and sub-
sequent model-based control can improve the positioning accuracy. The main
contribution in this chapter of the thesis is the development and application
of a model-based controller for the nonlinear dynamics of the micro manip-
ulator, as well as an analysis of the proposed feedforward controller based
on describing functions. Furthermore, an experimental verification showing
a significantly higher accuracy of the position control with the proposed con-
troller, compared to a linear controller based on pure feedback, is presented.
This chapter of the thesis is based on the publication [Olofsson et al., 2012].

The structure of this chapter is as follows: In Section 4.2, a background to
the investigated control problem is given. The theory for the nonlinear models
of the piezo-actuators is given in Section 4.3, whereas the identified models
and the controller for the nonlinear dynamics of the micro manipulator are
presented in Section 4.4. Experimental results are presented and evaluated
in Section 4.5, and finally a summary is provided and conclusions are drawn
in Section 4.6.

4.2 Background

This section briefly reviews the nonlinear dynamics of the developed micro
manipulator, so as to provide a basis for the control design. The micro ma-
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xy
z

Figure 4.1 The micro manipulator actuated by three piezo-actuators,
which exhibit nonlinear dynamics. The Cartesian coordinate system in blue
indicates the actuation axes.

nipulator is displayed in Figure 4.1, together with its Cartesian actuation
axes.

Nonlinear Phenomena in the Micro Manipulator

During the initial dynamic characterization of the micro manipulator—see
Section 3.3 in the previous chapter—it was noted that the nonlinear dynamics
in the piezo-actuators is significantly influencing the positioning accuracy.
The most apparent nonlinear dynamics were hysteresis and creep e!ects.
The characteristics of the former phenomenon were displayed in Figure 3.2.
The creep e!ect has been quantified for the piezo-actuators in the di!erent
actuation axes to an approximate rate of 0.02 µm/s.

Consequently, modeling of the nonlinear hysteresis e!ect is beneficial in
order to improve the accuracy of the position controller, which was pro-
posed in the previous chapter for the micro manipulator. Since the creep
phenomenon exhibits significantly slower dynamics than the hysteresis, this
e!ect can be handled without explicit modeling. Instead, feedback from the
strain gauge sensors on the actuators is utilized. In particular, integral feed-
back from the control error is considered.

4.3 Theory of Nonlinear Hysteresis Models

Several approaches to modeling of the hysteresis dynamics have been dis-
cussed in the literature. Three main categories of hysteresis models can be
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v

Gr[v]

r

Figure 4.2 Play operator Gr[·] with symmetric threshold r.

identified; approaches based on the Preisach model [Preisach, 1935; Ge and
Jouaneh, 1996; Lei et al., 2011], the Prandtl-Ishlinskii model [Krasnosel’skii
et al., 1989; Al Janaideh et al., 2009; Krejci and Kuhnen, 2001; Sun and
Yang, 2009], and neural networks [Hastie et al., 2008; Xu, 1993].

In this thesis, the focus will be on the Prandtl-Ishlinskii model and the
neural network approach for modeling of the nonlinear hysteresis dynamics
from input voltage v to piezo-actuator position in the micro manipulator.
Hence, the theoretical foundations of these approaches will be discussed next.

Prandtl-Ishlinskii Model

The Prandtl-Ishlinskii model is based on the play operator Gr [·] depicted
in Figure 4.2. Following [Brokate and Sprekels, 1996], a continuous function
v(t) ! C[0, T ], piecewise monotone in each of the subintervals

[ti, ti+1], 0 = t0 < t1 < . . . < tN = T, (4.1)

is assumed as input. Hence, the play operator Gr[·] can in each subinterval
[ti, ti+1], i = 0, . . . , N # 1, be written as

Gr[v](t) = max(v(t) # r, min(v(t) + r, Gr [v](ti))), ti < t % ti+1, (4.2)

with the initial value

Gr[v](0) = max(v(0) # r, min(v(0) + r, 0)). (4.3)

Utilizing the definition of the play operator in (4.2), the Prandtl-Ishlinskii
operator H[v](t) can be written as a superposition of play operators [Brokate
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and Sprekels, 1996] according to

H1[v](t) = #v(t) +
( R

0
%(r)Gr [v](t)dr, (4.4)

where %(r) is a positive density function and # is a constant parameter.
The generalized Prandtl-Ishlinskii operator [Al Janaideh et al., 2009], is

an extension of the standard Prandtl-Ishlinskii operator (4.4) in that the
input v(t) is shaped with a continuous and strictly increasing function "(·).
The generalized Prandtl-Ishlinskii operator can be written as [Al Janaideh
et al., 2009]

H2[v](t) = #(" & v)(t) +
( R

0
%(r)Gr [" & v](t)dr. (4.5)

To the purpose of implementation, a finite-dimensional Prandtl-Ishlinskii
operator is established by discretization of the integral in (4.5). This results
in the finite-dimensional Prandtl-Ishlinskii model

yk = #"(vk) +
n
'

i=1

%(ri)Ḡri ["(vk)], (4.6)

where Y = {yk} and V = {vk} are considered as discrete time-series and
Ḡri [·] denotes the play operator acting on discrete-time input.

Inverse Model Based on Prandtl-Ishlinskii Operator

The advantage of using the Prandtl-Ishlinskii operator for modeling of the
hysteresis dynamics is that the analytic inverse of the model (4.6) with a finite
number of play operators exists. The inverse is given by, e.g., [Al Janaideh
et al., 2009],

vk = "!1

%

1

#
yk +

n
'

i=1

%̂(r̂i)Ḡr̂i [yk]

&

, (4.7)

where

r̂i = #ri +
i!1
'

j=1

%(rj)(ri # rj) and (4.8)

%̂(r̂i) = #
%(ri)

+

#+
,i

j=1 %(rj)
-+

#+
,i!1

j=1 %(rj)
- . (4.9)

It is to be noted that the inverse of the shaping function "(·) exists, which
follows from the assumptions on "(·) to be continuous and strictly monotone.
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Neural Network Approach

Another approach to modeling of the hysteresis phenomenon is based on neu-
ral networks. In particular, neural networks with internal feedback from the
output—referred to as recurrent neural networks—are of interest for model-
ing of the nonlinear hysteresis e!ect, since they capture the inherent memory
e!ect.

Consequently, consider the recurrent neural network in Figure 4.3, which
has been used for modeling of hysteresis in, e.g., [Xu, 1993]. Define a discrete-
time neural network with input

Xk =
)

vk vk!1 yk!1

*T
, (4.10)

output Yk = yk, one hidden layer, and M neurons. This neural network can
be described at time k by the relations

Zm = $

!

+

w(1)
m

-T
Xk + b(1)

m

#

, m = 1, . . . , M, (4.11)

Yk =
M
'

m=1

w(2)
m Zm + b(2)

m , (4.12)

where w(1)
m ! R3, b(1)

m , w(2)
m , b(2)

m ! R, and the activation function $(·) has
been chosen according to

$(v) =
1

1 + exp(#v)
. (4.13)

After training of the network—i.e., identification of the model parameters—
with experimental input-output data, the neural network output represents
the hysteresis model output.

Inverse Hysteresis Model Based on Neural Networks

To the purpose of feedforward control based on the nonlinear model of the
hysteresis dynamics, a neural network can be utilized to model the inverse
relation as well. By interpreting yk as the input and vk as the output, the
inverse model can be established based on the recurrent neural network in
Figure 4.3.

4.4 Model Identification

Hysteresis models were identified based on experimental input-output data.
Since it is desirable that the model represents the hysteresis for di!erent
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Figure 4.3 Recurrent neural network with internal feedback from the
output yk. The neural network is to model the hysteresis dynamics of the
piezo-actuators in the micro manipulator from input voltage to position.

frequencies of the input signal, an excitation signal containing frequencies in
the range of interest was chosen. Accordingly, the input signal

v(t) = v0 +
nv
'

k=1

ak sin(&kt), (4.14)

where v0 is an o!set and ak and &k, k = 1, . . . , nv, are the amplitudes and
frequencies of the sinusoids, was applied to the micro manipulator input—i.e.,
the voltages applied to the piezo-actuators—for each actuation direction. An
alternative excitation signal suitable for this kind of identification is a chirp
signal.

Models Based on Prandtl-Ishlinskii Operator

The model parameters were identified by formulating a nonlinear optimiza-
tion problem. The notation p is introduced for the set of model parameters
to be identified. To the purpose of parameter identification, the following
quadratic cost function is considered

J(p) =
N
'

k=1

(yk # ŷk)2 , (4.15)

where YN = [y1, . . . , yN ] is the identification data and ŶN = [ŷ1, . . . , ŷN ] is
the corresponding model output. With the threshold values ri of the play
operators parametrized in the parameter ' according to

r1 = ', r2 = 2', . . . , rn = n', (4.16)
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4.4 Model Identification

with ' > 0, and the density function %(r) = ( exp(#)r) with (, ) > 0, several
di!erent models with n play operators were identified. In particular, the
choice of the shaping function "(·) is of importance in order to obtain good
correspondence between experimental data and the model. The following
shaping functions, common in the literature, were considered in this work

"1(v) = c1v + c2, (4.17)
"2(v) = c3 tanh(c4v + c5) + c6, (4.18)

where cm, m = 1, . . . , 6, are model parameters to be identified from experi-
mental data. For the a"ne shaping function, the following set of parameters
are to be identified

MPI,a : p = {#,', ), (, c1, c2} , (4.19)

and for the model with the hyperbolic tangent shaping function, the param-
eters are

MPI,b : p = {#,', ), (, c3, c4, c5, c6} . (4.20)

The selection criterion for the choice of shaping function was the final cost
J(p$), where p$ is the vector of parameter values minimizing J(p).

The output from the identified model of the hysteresis nonlinearity in the
x-axis of the micro manipulator, with the shaping function "2(v) in (4.18)
and n = 6, is compared to the measurements from the experimental setup
in Figure 4.4. It is to be noted that the model exhibits a good fit to the
experimental data and that the input-output relation for the input signal of
choice is satisfactory. The corresponding models for the dynamics in the y-
and z-axes are similar, and are therefore not presented here.

Models Based on Recurrent Neural Network

Hysteresis models based on the recurrent neural network were trained using
the cost function in (4.15) and with stochastic initialization of the model
parameters

MNN :
.

b(1)
m , b(2)

m , w(1)
m , w(2)

m , m = 1, . . . , M
/

, (4.21)

based on a Normal distribution. A model for the nonlinearity in the x-axis
with M = 25 neurons was found to result in similar performance as the pre-
vious Prandtl-Ishlinskii model. The model output and corresponding experi-
mentally collected data for the x-axis nonlinearity are displayed in Figure 4.5.
Further, a neural network was trained for the inverse of the nonlinearity,
which can be utilized to the purpose of feedforward control.
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Figure 4.4 Model based on Prandtl-Ishlinskii operator with output as
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and model error (lower panel).
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Figure 4.6 Controller diagram for position control of each axis of the
micro manipulator, cf. Figure 3.9 in Chapter 3. The reference signal to the
position controller is determined by an optical robot tracking system, mea-
suring the deflections of the end-e!ector of the robot during the machining
task.

Scheme for Position Control

The control diagram depicted in Figure 4.6 is proposed. This scheme is an
extension of the controller presented in Figure 3.9 in the previous chapter,
where the nonlinear dynamics of the piezo-actuators is explicitly modeled and
subsequently compensated for with feedforward control. In the controller de-
velopment, each of the Cartesian axes of the micro manipulator is considered
separately, i.e., possible cross couplings between the axes are neglected also
in the nonlinear feedforward control.

Inner Controller for Piezo-Actuators

Based on the inverse of the previously identified models of the hysteresis non-
linearity in the micro manipulator, a combined feedforward and feedback con-
troller is proposed. A feedforward controller alone is not su"cient, since un-
modeled dynamics, parameter uncertainty in the model, and time-variations
in the dynamics will degrade the performance significantly. Consequently,
feedback from the strain gauge sensors attached to the piezo-actuators is
necessary as a complement to the feedforward controller.

The feedforward controller is based on the inverse of the hysteresis non-
linearity in the micro manipulator. The inverse model is established for each
Cartesian axis as described in Section 4.3; either from the model based on
the Prandtl-Ishlinskii operator or training a neural network for the inverse
relationship of the nonlinearity directly.

The feedback controller is chosen as a PID controller, see transfer func-
tion (3.3) in Chapter 3. The D-part is essential in systems with hysteresis,
since it acts as a lead compensator. Furthermore, the D-part is low-pass fil-
tered in order to avoid amplification of high-frequency noise and the I-part
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4.4 Model Identification

is accompanied by an anti-windup scheme to avoid degraded performance in
case of actuator saturation.

Describing Function Analysis of the Feedforward Controller

In order to analyze the properties of the feedforward controller based on the
Prandtl-Ishlinskii operator, describing function analysis, see, e.g., [Krylov
and Bogoliubov, 1947; Slotine and Li, 1991; Khalil, 2002], is utilized. The de-
scribing function analysis is based on a Fourier series expansion of the output
from the nonlinear model, with a sinusoidal input. Even though this is an
approximate analysis in the frequency domain, it gives valuable information
about the global behavior of the feedforward controller. The analysis can
further be motivated by considering the fact that the linear dynamics of the
micro manipulator is of low-pass character.

Consider the finite-dimensional inverse Prandtl-Ishlinskii model in (4.7).
Further, assume continuous-time input and output. With the input

y(t) = y0 + A sin(&t), (4.22)

the o!set term v0 and the coe"cients a1, b1 for the first-order harmonics in
the Fourier series expansion of the output are given by

v0 =
1

2*

( 2!

0
f(y(t))d(&t), (4.23)

a1 =
1

*

( 2!

0
f(y(t)) sin(&t)d(&t), (4.24)

b1 =
1

*

( 2!

0
f(y(t)) cos(&t)d(&t), (4.25)

where f(·) is the inverse hysteresis model mapping. The describing function
N(A) is defined based on the a1 and b1 coe"cients as

N(A) =
a1 + ib1

A
. (4.26)

Further, introduce +i = * # arcsin(1 # (2r̂i)/A) and

"i =

0

1 , if A > r̂i

0 , otherwise
. (4.27)

The derivation of the describing function is made by assuming that the shap-
ing function "(v) = 1 and y0 = 0. It is straightforward to verify that v0 = 0.
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The a1 coe"cient can, after simplification, be written as

a1

A
=

1

#
+

1

*

n
'

i=1

%̂(r̂i)"i

$

3*

2
+

1

2
sin(2+i)

+ 2

!

2r̂i

A
# 1

#

cos(+i) # +i

1

. (4.28)

A similar calculation for the b1 coe"cient gives

b1

A
=

1

*

n
'

i=1

%̂(r̂i)"i

$

#
3

2
+

1

2
cos(2+i) + 2

!

1 #
2r̂i

A

#

sin(+i)

1

. (4.29)

Hence, the quantity

|N(A)| =

2

a2
1 + b2

1

A
, (4.30)

can be utilized as a measure of the amplitude-dependent gain.
The analysis can be extended to the case when "(·) is a di!erent function

than the unity mapping and y0 '= 0. However, if the complexity of the shaping
function is increased, calculation of the required integrals has to be performed
using numerical quadrature. The describing function analysis is performed
for the model presented in Figure 4.4 with the shaping function "2(v) in
(4.18), whereby the o!set and gain shown in Figure 4.7 are obtained. In this
analysis, the o!set in the input signal has been chosen to y0 = 70, which
is in the middle of the working range of the piezo-actuators in the micro
manipulator.

It is to be noted that no singularities are visible in the describing function
within the amplitude range of interest, which is defined by the working range
of the di!erent actuation axes of the micro manipulator. Hence, the describing
function analysis indicates stability of the feedforward controller based on the
inverse Prandtl-Ishlinskii model.

4.5 Experimental Results

To the purpose of experimental verification of the proposed control law for
the piezo-actuators, the feedforward controller based on the Prandtl-Ishlinskii
operator, was implemented and tested on the experimental setup with the mi-
cro manipulator. In the experiments, the LQG controller with feedback from
the end-e!ector position was not active, since the purpose was to evaluate
the inner piezo-actuator controller with the model-based feedforward.
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Figure 4.7 Amplitude dependent o!set v0 and gain |N(A)| for the inverse
of the hysteresis model in Figure 4.4, calculated using describing function
analysis. The discrete character of the inverse model is clearly visible in the
plots, where the stairs correspond to the threshold values r̂i, i = 1, . . . , n.

Experimental Setup

The micro manipulator was interfaced via a dSPACE DS1103 controller
board [dSPACE GmbH, 2007], where the sensor signals were read and the
actuator signals were written. The control architecture was implemented in
Matlab Simulink, and then translated to C-code and compiled. The con-
troller was installed in the dSPACE system and executed at a sampling fre-
quency of 10 kHz. The experimental setup is further described in Chapter 5.

Experimental Verification of Controller

The x-axis of the micro manipulator was chosen for evaluation of the pro-
posed controller for the piezo-actuators. The results for the other axes were
similar, and are therefore not presented here. The reference signals applied
to the experimental setup were of the format

v(t) = v0 + A sin(2*ft), (4.31)
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where the frequency f was chosen to 1, 5, and 10 Hz, which are frequencies
in the range of interest for the intended application. The amplitude and
o!set, measured on the actuator side of the micro manipulator, were chosen
to A = 30 µm and v0 = 70 µm, respectively, which means that the major
part of the working range of the actuator is covered. The evaluation was
performed with the following configurations of the position controller for the
piezo-actuator:

A. Pure feedback control using PID control.

B. PID controller combined with feedforward control based on the Prandtl-
Ishlinskii model with the a"ne shaping function "1(·) in (4.17).

C. PID controller combined with Prandtl-Ishlinskii model with hyperbolic
tangent shaping function "2(·) in (4.18).

Further, for reasons of comparability, the parameter tuning of the PID con-
troller was identical in the di!erent configurations. The controller parame-
ters were chosen such that the gain was increased as much as possible, given
robustness to process disturbances. As a measure of the position control ac-
curacy, the control error—i.e., the di!erence between the desired position
of the piezo-actuator and the measured position—was considered. The con-
trol errors for the experiments performed on the setup, with the controller
configurations and reference signals discussed in the previous paragraph, are
displayed in Figure 4.8. The corresponding input-output behavior is displayed
in Figure 4.9. Furthermore, the maximum peak-to-peak error em as well as
the standard deviation $e of the control error are shown in Table 4.1 for the
di!erent reference signals. Observing the results in Table 4.1 closer, it is clear
that the accuracy of the position control is significantly improved using the
proposed feedforward controller. Further, the performance of the feedforward
controller with the a"ne shaping function and the hyperbolic tangent shap-
ing function is similar for the investigated input signals. The high-frequency
oscillations which can be observed in the response can be derived to the
eigenfrequencies of the piezo-actuators. The eigenfrequency of the unloaded
piezo-actuator is 2.6 kHz. Taking the loading of the piezo-actuator into ac-
count, the measured frequency of approximately 340 Hz agrees well with the
observations made in the experimental data. Further, considering the maxi-
mum error and standard deviation for the control error in Table 4.1, it can be
noted that the feedforward controller based on the Prandtl-Ishlinskii model
with hyperbolic tangent shaping function performed slightly better than the
corresponding model with a"ne shaping function for some of the reference
signals.
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Figure 4.8 Experimental control error for PID controller (blue), Prandtl-
Ishlinskii model with a"ne shaping function (red), and Prandtl-Ishlinskii
model with hyperbolic tangent shaping function (green), all with sinusoidal
reference signal with frequencies 5 Hz (upper panel) and 10 Hz (lower panel).

4.6 Conclusions

This chapter considered the problem of increasing the positioning accuracy
of the micro manipulator by utilizing model-based nonlinear control. Ex-
plicit nonlinear models of the major nonlinearity in the manipulator—i.e.,
the hysteresis dynamics in the piezo actuators—were identified based on ex-
perimental data. Two model categories were considered; models based on the
Prandtl-Ishlinskii operator and models based on recurrent neural networks.
A subsequent control architecture was proposed, where the properties of the
feedforward control was analyzed using describing functions.

In an experimental verification, the identified models were utilized in
a controller combining feedforward and feedback strategies. Experimental
results from the setup showed that the proposed controller for position control
of the piezo-actuators increases the accuracy significantly for reference signals
with di!erent frequencies, compared to a linear controller. For a sinusoidal
input with frequency 10 Hz, the maximum and the standard deviation of the
control error were reduced by a factor of approximately ten.
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Table 4.1 Maximum error em and standard deviation "e of control error
for the di!erent configurations of the controller for the piezo-actuators in
the micro manipulator.

Maximum Error em [µm]

Configuration
Input freq. [Hz] A B C

1 0.83 0.51 0.53
5 2.7 0.82 0.74
10 4.7 0.59 0.59

Standard Deviation !e [µm]

Configuration
Input freq. [Hz] A B C

1 0.17 0.063 0.063
5 0.84 0.13 0.11
10 1.6 0.13 0.12
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5

Experimental Verification of
the Micro Manipulator

5.1 Introduction

To the purpose of experimental verification and evaluation of the proposed
position control architecture for the micro manipulator in Chapter 3, several
milling tasks were executed with online position error compensation. The
surface quality achieved with and without compensation is compared and
evaluated. This chapter of the thesis is based on the publications [Olofsson
et al., 2011a] and [Sörnmo et al., 2012].

The structure of this chapter is as follows: The experimental setup with
the robot and the micro manipulator and their interfaces are described in Sec-
tion 5.2. Section 5.3 presents the results from the performed milling tasks.
The achieved experimental results are evaluated in Section 5.4. Further, based
on the presented results, a discussion of the results and the proposed con-
trol architecture and setup for machining tasks are provided in Section 5.5.
Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.6.

5.2 Experimental Setup

The experimental evaluation was performed using a REIS industrial robot
of model RV40 [Reis GmbH, 2011], with a maximum payload of 40 kg. The
machining spindle was attached to the micro manipulator and the robot held
the workpiece, which in the present experimental verification was a block of
aluminium of type AlMg3,5. The setup was such that both face milling and
peripheral milling, also referred to as radial milling, could be performed, see
Figure 2.9 in Chapter 2. It is to be noted that these two strategies for milling
are not equivalent, since the required cutting forces are di!erent in magnitude
and direction and hence a!ect the robot di!erently. Consequently, both face
and peripheral milling experiments were performed in this evaluation.
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Interface and Sensors

The micro manipulator was interfaced with a dSPACE controller board of
model DS1103 [dSPACE GmbH, 2007], where all sensor signals from the mi-
cro manipulator are read and the signals to the actuators from the controller
are sent. The developed controllers were executed in the controller board at
a sampling frequency of 10 kHz. The controllers were implemented in Mat-

lab Simulink and C-code was automatically generated by the Real-Time
Workshop toolbox [MathWorks Inc. 2010]. The compiled C-code was then
executed in the dSPACE system.

To the purpose of measuring the deflections of the robot in the milling
direction—i.e., the deflections which were to be compensated by the micro
manipulator—a Keyence laser sensor of model LK-G87 [Keyence Corp. 2006],
with a resolution of 0.2 µm and a sampling frequency of 10 kHz was used
as a prototype tracking system. This sensor is based on the interferometer
principle for measuring the distance to the aluminium workpiece attached to
the robot.

Compensated and Uncompensated Milling

In order to illustrate the benefit of the micro manipulator, the milling exper-
iments were performed both in a setting where compensation with the micro
manipulator was utilized and in a setting with the spindle rigidly attached to
a fixed base—i.e., in the latter setup no compensation was performed. The
two experimental settings are illustrated in Figure 5.1.

In the experiments without compensation, the robot configuration was
mirrored, with respect to the center plane of the robot, compared to the con-
figuration chosen in the experiments with compensation. Consequently, the
compliance properties of the robot in the two configurations are equivalent.
Mirroring is important in order to make the compensated and uncompen-
sated milling results comparable, since the Cartesian compliance exhibits a
configuration dependency.

5.3 Experimental Results

With the experimental setup described in Section 5.2, milling in a rectangular
block of aluminium was performed. The industrial robot can be reconfigured
such that milling can be executed in all three directions of the micro manip-
ulator. Results obtained during face milling in the x actuation direction and
peripheral milling in the y and z actuation directions of the micro manip-
ulator are presented in this thesis. The experiments were performed with a
material feed-rate of 7.5 mm/s, a spindle speed of 28 000 rpm, and a depth-
of-cut of 1 mm in the face millings and 1$10 mm in the peripheral millings.
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Figure 5.1 Experimental setup at Fraunhofer IPA, Stuttgart, Germany,
for evaluation of the performance of the proposed micro manipulator and
position control architecture. The micro manipulator is seen to the left. The
machining spindle to the right is rigidly attached to the base. The latter
setup is utilized for milling experiments without compensation.

Milling Experiments with Compensation

First, a set of milling experiments with online position compensation, utiliz-
ing the micro manipulator, was performed. Each of the experiments in the
di!erent actuation axes of the micro manipulator is described next.

X-direction In the first setting, a face milling is performed, where the
surface orthogonal to the x-axis of the micro manipulator is to be machined.
Consequently, the micro manipulator is controlled in this direction. The result
of the milling experiment is displayed in Figure 5.2. The control error is
defined as the di!erence between the reference value to the micro manipulator
control system and the measurement from the capacitive sensor measuring
the position of the micro manipulator in the x-direction.

Y -direction The milling accuracy has further been tested in a peripheral
milling experiment, where the compensation was performed along the y-axis
of the micro manipulator. It should be noted that this milling task is di!erent
from the face milling presented in the previous paragraph, in the sense that
the process forces a!ect the robot di!erently.

Moreover, the experiment is designed such that the robot, on purpose,
is not moving perpendicularly to the compensation direction. This situation
can be considered as a result of a poorly calibrated workpiece or industrial
robot. By utilizing the micro manipulator, this e!ect can be compensated for
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Figure 5.2 Reference value and measured position of the micro manipula-
tor during face milling experiment with compensation along the x-direction
(upper panel) and corresponding control error (lower panel).

online, since the motion of the robot is tracked in real-time using the optical
tracking system.

The result of the milling experiment is displayed in Figure 5.3. The control
error displayed is defined analogously to the case with face milling in the x-
direction of the micro manipulator.

Z-direction The third experiment performed was a peripheral milling with
compensation along the z-axis of the micro manipulator. The experiment is
similar to the one discussed in the previous paragraph; however the com-
pensation is performed along another axis of the micro manipulator and in
addition the configuration of the robot is di!erent. The control performance
of the micro manipulator in the milling experiment is displayed in Figure 5.4.

Milling Experiments Without Compensation

The same milling experiments described and presented in the previous sub-
section were repeated, but with the machining spindle rigidly attached to a
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Figure 5.3 Reference value and measured position of the micro manip-
ulator during milling experiment with compensation along the y-direction
(upper panel) and corresponding control error (lower panel).

base as shown in Figure 5.1—i.e., no online position compensation was ac-
tive. The results of the experiments will be evaluated and contrasted to the
results obtained with online position compensation in the next section.

5.4 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, the achieved experimental milling results are evaluated us-
ing statistical methods. Further, the surface roughness of the machined alu-
minium workpieces are measured and compared, so as to quantify the milling
performance.

Coherence Spectra

An important aspect to consider in the controller design is if the nonlinear
dynamics in the piezo-actuators influence the frequency characteristics of
the position controlled micro manipulator, or if the proposed control archi-
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Figure 5.4 Reference value and measured position of the micro manip-
ulator during milling experiment with compensation along the z-direction
(upper panel) and corresponding control error (lower panel).

tecture is able to reduce its influence to a su"cient level. To that purpose,
the quadratic coherence spectrum [Johansson, 1993], i.e.,

(uy(&) =
|Suy(i&)|2

Suu(i&)Syy(i&)
, (5.1)

where Suy(i&) is the power cross-spectrum between the input u and the out-
put y, Suu(i&) and Syy(i&) are the autospectra for u and y, respectively, is
investigated. The coherence spectra for the dynamics in the x-, y-, and z-axes
of the micro manipulator are displayed in Figure 5.5. The diagrams have been
obtained with the inner PID controller loops for the piezo-actuators active.
It is observed that the relation between input and output in the x-, y-, and
z-directions appears to be linear in the major parts of the frequency range of
interest. However, in the respective actuation direction, the e!ects of the nat-
ural eigenfrequencies of the structure, of which some exhibit low damping, are
clearly visible. Hence, the parts of the frequency range where the coherence
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Figure 5.5 Estimated coherence spectra—obtained with the inner PID
control loop for the piezo-actuators active—for the dynamics in the x, y,
and z actuation directions of the micro manipulator.

is below one can be derived to these frequencies, cf. the frequency spectra in
Figure 3.3 in Chapter 3. A plausible interpretation of this observation is that
when the micro manipulator is in resonance, the nonlinear dynamics in the
structure is more prominent and the linear system description is insu"cient.
Nevertheless, since the major part of the frequency range exhibits a linear
relation, it is an indication that the chosen modeling and control approach
can be justified.

Frequency Analysis of Control Error

From a control theory point of view, the results obtained from the milling
experiments should be evaluated by examining if there is more information
available in the control error—i.e., separating the noise in the measurements
from the possibly available information, which should be acted upon. To
this purpose, auto-regressive moving average (ARMA) models as well as fre-
quency spectra of the control errors presented in Figures 5.2–5.4 are esti-
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rections of the micro manipulator.

mated. The latter are estimated using Welch’s method [Johansson, 1993].
The estimated power spectral densities (PSD) for the control error in the
performed milling experiments are displayed in Figure 5.6. The spectra are
further discussed in Section 5.5.

Measurement of Milling Profiles

Since the main objective of the micro manipulator is to achieve a high
position-accuracy of the machined surface of the workpiece, a Mahr surface
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measurement device of model M400 SD26 [Mahr GmbH, 2011] was utilized
to measure the surface roughness of the obtained profiles on the aluminium
workpieces. The device is equipped with a sensitive probe which was slid-
ing along the surface to be measured while recording the profile. Further, the
measurement device was calibrated such that it had a measurement accuracy
better than 1 µm.

Milling with Compensation The results of the surface roughness mea-
surements, for the three milling experiments in Figures 5.2–5.4, where online
position compensation with the micro manipulator was active, are displayed
in Figure 5.7. The measured profiles indicate that the milling accuracy in
the x- and y-directions are within ±7 µm and that the error of the mea-
sured milling profile is within approximately ±12 µm in the z-direction of
the micro manipulator. Furthermore, it is noted that the measured profiles
correspond well to the measurements from the capacitive sensors attached
to the micro manipulator, which are used for the position control feedback.
This correspondence provides experimental validation that the measured po-
sition of the micro manipulator agrees with the actual position of the milling
tool. Photos of the machined surfaces for the experiments in the x-, y, and
z-directions are provided in Figures 5.9–5.11.

Milling Without Compensation The resulting surface roughness of the
profiles from the uncompensated milling experiments is displayed in Fig-
ure 5.8. To evaluate the quality of the measured profiles from the experiments
with online compensation, compared to the profiles obtained in milling with-
out compensation, both the maximum peak-to-peak error em and the stan-
dard deviation $e of all profiles are calculated. The standard deviation $e is
calculated as

$e =

3

4

4

5

1

N # 1

N
'

i=1

(ei # ē)2, (5.2)

where N is the number of data points and ē is the mean of the error. Table 5.1
shows the maximum error of the profiles, calculated as the minimum value
subtracted from the maximum value, and the standard deviations from the
nominal profile.

5.5 Discussion

Given the results in Table 5.1, it is evident that online compensation with the
micro manipulator has improved the milling accuracy significantly, compared
to the uncompensated case. From the experimental evaluation presented in
this chapter, it can be concluded that the control error in the micro manipu-
lator controller is below ±12 µm in all axes, which is well below the desired
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Figure 5.7 Position profiles of machined surfaces after face milling in the
x-direction and peripheral milling experiments in the y- and z-directions of
the micro manipulator. In all experiments, online compensation with the
micro manipulator was utilized, along the corresponding actuation axis.
The dotted lines indicate the maximum and minimum values.
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Table 5.1 Maximum error em and standard deviation "e of milling pro-
files obtained with and without online position compensation utilizing the
micro manipulator.

Axis em compensated (µm) em uncompensated (µm) Ratio

x 14.0 18.3 1.3
y 12.8 29.3 2.3
z 24.5 67.0 2.7

Axis !e compensated (µm) !e uncompensated (µm) Ratio

x 2.8 7.6 2.7
y 2.5 5.6 2.2
z 4.7 14.9 3.2

Figure 5.9 Workpiece after face milling on the surface indicated by the
red arrow, with compensation along the x-direction of the micro manipula-
tor.

accuracy of 50 µm. Moreover, the standard deviation of the milling profiles
has been decreased by using the proposed micro manipulator. This means
that the micro manipulator not only increases the accuracy of the milling,
but also that the stationary and low-frequency errors in the robot position
can be handled.

Several conclusions can be drawn from frequency analysis of the control
error. All frequency spectra of the control errors in Figure 5.6 exhibit peaks
at approximately 10 Hz and at 50 Hz. The latter is a disturbance from the
power network system and hence inherent in an industrial environment with
a multitude of potential disturbances. The former frequency peak relates to
the eigenfrequencies of the industrial robot in the corresponding Cartesian
directions. This is experimentally confirmed by modal analysis of the REIS
RV40 robot [Schneider, 2010]. However, while the peaks are visible in the
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Figure 5.10 Workpiece after peripheral milling on the surface indicated
by the red arrow, with compensation along the y-direction of the micro
manipulator.

Figure 5.11 Workpiece after peripheral milling on the surface indicated
by the red arrow, with compensation along the z-direction of the micro
manipulator.

frequency spectra, they are not prominent. This indicates that the micro
manipulator controller can attenuate one of the most important disturbances
during the milling—i.e., the natural eigenfrequencies of the robot.

The achievable bandwidth of the Cartesian position control for the in-
dustrial robot is limited by the natural eigenfrequencies of the mechanical
construction and the noncolocated sensing and actuation—i.e., joint-based
actuation and task space measurements of the position and orientation of the
workpiece [Fasse and Hogan, 1995]. The advantage of utilizing the proposed
micro manipulator as a complement to the industrial robot is the signifi-
cantly increased bandwidth of the end-e!ector position control. This is the
result of the colocation of the actuation—with the micro manipulator—and
the task space sensors, as theoretically investigated in [Sharon et al., 1993].
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In the current experimental setup, the bandwidth of the micro manipulator
is 3–4 times higher than that of the industrial robot, which means that the
oscillations of the robot with its eigenfrequencies are possible to compensate
for using the micro manipulator.

Further, the influence of the mechanical design of the micro manipulator
on the milling performance is visible in the frequency spectra of Figure 5.6.
The zero in the z-direction of the micro manipulator at 30 Hz is clearly
visible in the corresponding frequency spectrum. Similarly, one of the natural
eigenfrequencies of the micro manipulator in the x-axis at 32 Hz is visible.
The bandwidth of the closed-loop position control for the micro manipulator
is consequently limited by the mechanical design.

5.6 Conclusions

This chapter has investigated the milling accuracy of industrial robots by
utilizing a high bandwidth, piezo-actuated, micro manipulator for demand-
ing machining processes. It was shown in an experimental validation proce-
dure, comprising several di!erent milling experiments with online position
compensation with the micro manipulator, that the proposed method o!ers
significantly higher accuracy in terms of surface roughness, compared to the
standard method for milling without online compensation.
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6

Conclusions and Future
Work

In this part of the thesis, methods for increasing the accuracy of machining
processes with industrial robots were investigated. In particular, a macro/mi-
cro configuration with a conventional robot and an additional piezo-actuated
micro manipulator with significantly higher bandwidth than the robot was
considered. Modeling of the micro manipulator was performed and a subse-
quent model-based control architecture for the micro manipulator and the
robot was proposed and experimentally verified. In a subsequent experimen-
tal milling verification, the proposed configuration and control architecture
were evaluated and compared to the standard uncompensated case with a
robot only. The conclusion from these results is that a significant increase
in the position accuracy of the machined parts can be obtained with the
proposed configuration and control architecture.

For the future, the controller will be implemented and experimentally
verified on an improved version of the micro manipulator, with a complete
redesign of the mechanical actuation principle, for increased bandwidth of the
position controller. In addition, an implementation of a mid-ranging control
strategy for simultaneous control of the robot and the micro manipulator,
while keeping the latter within its limited working range, is required when the
forces in the cutting process are increased. Further, the online compensation
strategy discussed in this thesis should be combined with o#ine compen-
sation approaches. To this purpose, results from ongoing research on robot
joint modeling and subsequent parameter identification, see [Lehmann et al.,
2013], can be used. By integration of the micro manipulator with a model-
based path-planning strategy in a CAM software, the final goal is to be able
to machine with industrial robots based on a CAD specification with a posi-
tion accuracy better than 50 µm also for materials such as steel, where the
required process forces in the milling are increased compared to aluminium
that was investigated in this thesis.
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Part II

Optimal Control of Vehicles
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7

Introduction

Development of mathematical models and model-based control strategies for
optimal road-vehicle maneuvers in time-critical situations have emerged as
powerful tools during the past decade, see [Funke et al., 2012]. This is moti-
vated to a large extent by the desire to devise improved future safety systems
for road-vehicles and driver assistance technologies. Advanced vehicle safety
systems of today, such as the Electronic Stability Program (ESP) systems,
Anti-Lock Braking systems (ABS), and Active Slip Regulation (ASR) sys-
tems, see, e.g., [Isermann, 2006], [Liebemann et al., 2005], and [Bauer et al.,
2000], are still behind the maneuvering performance achievable by profes-
sional race car drivers in critical situations. Even though the solution of an
optimal control problem depends on the particular choice of model and cost
function, the fundamental behavior and control strategies found in the opti-
mization can be used as inspiration for, or even integrated in, future safety
systems. Hence, the research aim of the work presented in this thesis is the
following:

• Develop a methodology for solving optimal control problems for road-
vehicles in time-critical situations;

• Test the methodology on di!erent vehicle maneuvering situations, so as
to increase the understanding of vehicle dynamics in extreme situations;

• Investigate the influence of the road-surface on the optimal maneuver;

• Analyze the obtained results to the purpose of design of new driver
assistance technologies with improved performance, compared to state-
of-the-art systems of today.

As previously investigated in the literature, the optimal solution itself
usually cannot be employed directly for online control of an automotive, as
described in the following quote from [Sharp and Peng, 2011]:
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Most often, the optimal control itself will be interesting mainly
insofar as it enables the discovery of the best possible system per-
formance. Occasionally, the optimal control will provide a basis
for the design and operation of practical systems.

The vehicle–road interaction in an aggressive vehicle maneuver is com-
plex, and consequently requires careful vehicle and tire modeling in order
for the optimal control to provide significant results. In particular, if optimal
control with time-optimality as criterion is considered, the control inputs and
state variables are often at their limits and the vehicle and tire models must
perform even outside their normal range of operation. Another challenge
with tire modeling is the experimental measurements of model parameters.
An experimental evaluation presented in [Carlson and Gerdes, 2005] exhibits
large variability of the measurement of the longitudinal tire sti!ness—i.e.,
the slope of the longitudinal force-slip curve. Further, when considering com-
bined longitudinal and lateral slip, the tire force modeling is even more de-
manding, considering that the tire model needs to capture the combinations
of slip which result in maxima and minima in the resulting tire force. In
addition, it is of interest to be able to model the tire forces on di!erent road-
surfaces, such as asphalt, snow, and ice. To that purpose, scaling of nominal
tire model parameters have been proposed and experimentally measured, see
[Pacejka, 2006; Braghin et al., 2006]. This strategy is investigated for optimal
maneuvers on di!erent road-surfaces in this thesis.

Vehicle modeling has previously been investigated extensively in the liter-
ature, see, e.g., [Kiencke and Nielsen, 2005; Isermann, 2006; Schindler, 2007;
Ellis, 1994]. However, most modeling approaches have been employed and
tested in simulations, and are not tailored for optimal control purposes. In
[Lundahl et al., 2011] it was shown how simplified vehicle models—identified
from experimental data collected with a test vehicle on a race track—were
able to capture essential dynamic properties of the car. Previous work in the
subject of optimal control of vehicles in certain time-critical situations such
as T-bone collisions and cornering can be found in, e.g., [Chakraborty et al.,
2011; Velenis and Tsiotras, 2005; Velenis, 2011; Kelly and Sharp, 2010]. In
[Anderson et al., 2010; Anderson et al., 2012], methods for constraint-based
trajectory planning for optimal maneuvers are presented. Further, the papers
[Sundström et al., 2010; Andreasson, 2009] discuss optimal control of over-
actuated vehicles, where similar optimization tools as those employed in this
thesis are utilized.
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8

Optimization Methodology
for Road-Vehicle Maneuvers

8.1 Introduction

In this chapter, a methodology for solving optimal control problems for road-
vehicles in time-critical situations is presented. The challenge here is to find
the correct combinations of vehicle and tire models and optimization formu-
lations. To verify the proposed methodology, a hairpin maneuver, a double
lane-change maneuver, as well as a 90%-turn maneuver are investigated. In
all of these maneuvers, a time-optimal criterion is considered, which results
in that the vehicle—and in particular the tires—are performing at their lim-
its. Hence, the solution provided gives an indication of the maneuverability
of the vehicle in this particular situation. Further, di!erent chassis model-
ing and tire modeling principles are employed and compared to each other.
This chapter of the thesis is based on the publications [Olofsson et al., 2013],
[Berntorp et al., 2013b], and [Lundahl et al., 2013].

The structure of this chapter is as follows: In Section 8.2, the problem
description is presented. Vehicle and tire modeling and the specific models
utilized in this work are discussed in Section 8.3, followed by a section on
the formulation and solution methodology for the studied time-optimal ma-
neuvering problems in Section 8.4. Optimization results and a subsequent
discussion of the obtained results are provided in Section 8.5. Finally, a sum-
mary is provided and conclusions are drawn in Section 8.6.

8.2 Problem Description

The research aim of the optimization methodology presented in this chapter is
twofold. First, by investigating the solutions of the optimal control problems
for a set of di!erent vehicle maneuvers—such as the hairpin turn displayed
in Figure 8.1—it is plausible that the understanding of vehicle dynamics in
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Figure 8.1 An example of an aggressive maneuver with a car, known as a
hairpin turn. Photo courtesy of RallySportLive. Reprinted with permission.

time-critical situations can be increased. The second goal of the investigation
is to explore whether di!erent vehicle and tire models yield fundamentally
di!erent solutions, not only in the resulting cost function value but also in
the internal states and variables of the vehicle model. Vehicle and tire models
written as di!erential-algebraic equation (DAE) systems of the format

G(ẋ(t), x(t), z(t), u(t)) = 0, (8.1)

where G is a twice continuously di!erentiable nonlinear function of the vehicle
state time-derivatives ẋ(t), states x(t), algebraic variables z(t), and control
inputs u(t), are considered. The time-dependency of the DAE variables will
be implicit in the rest of the thesis for notational convenience.

The motivation for the model comparison presented in this chapter is that
most comparisons presented earlier in the literature are based on simulation
results rather than optimal control results. In the latter, the control signals
are typically at their limits and thus time-optimal control solutions tend to
push the vehicle and tire models more to extreme performance levels than
simulations do. Hence, it is plausible that di!erent conclusions about model
behavior can be made from such a comparison.

8.3 Modeling

The vehicle dynamics modeling in this section incorporates the vehicle motion
modeling and the tire force modeling. Several di!erent approaches to chassis
modeling are investigated. In addition, two approaches to tire modeling are
considered. The tire model calibration procedure is also briefly discussed.
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Figure 8.2 The single-track model utilized as a base model in the optimal
control formulation in this chapter.

Vehicle Modeling

As a basis for the vehicle dynamics model, a two-dimensional single-track
model where the left and right wheels are lumped together, having two trans-
lational and one rotational degree of freedom, is used, see Figure 8.2. The
motion equations are straightforward to derive from basic mechanical rela-
tionships, see, e.g., [Schindler, 2007; Ellis, 1994], and can be expressed as
follows

v̇x # vy,̇ =
1

m
(Fx,f cos()) + Fx,r # Fy,f sin())), (8.2)

v̇y + vx,̇ =
1

m
(Fy,f cos()) + Fy,r + Fx,f sin())), (8.3)

Izz,̈ = lf Fy,f cos()) # lrFy,r + lf Fx,f sin()), (8.4)

where m is the vehicle mass, Izz is the vehicle inertia, ,̇ is the yaw rate, )
is the wheel steering angle, vx,y are the longitudinal and lateral velocities,
lf,r are the distances from center-of-gravity to the front and rear wheel base,
and Fx,y are the longitudinal and lateral forces acting on the front and rear
wheels.

The wheel dynamics is modeled such that the input torque a!ects the
wheel angular velocity via a first-order system and is given by

Ti # Iw&̇i # Fx,iRw = 0, i ! {f, r}. (8.5)

Here, &i is the wheel angular velocity, Ti is the driving and braking torque, Iw

is the wheel inertia, and Rw is the loaded wheel radius. Following [Pacejka,
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2006], the slip angles #f,r and slip ratios -f,r are described by

$#̇f

vx,f
+ #f = ) # arctan

!

vy + lf ,̇

vx

#

, (8.6)

$#̇r

vx,r
+ #r = # arctan

!

vy # lr,̇

vx

#

, (8.7)

-f =
Rw&f # vx,f

vx,f
, (8.8)

-r =
Rw&r # vx,r

vx,r
, (8.9)

vx,f = vx cos()) + (vy + lf ,̇) sin()), (8.10)

vx,r = vx, (8.11)

where $ is the relaxation length.

Vehicle Motion Model Extensions To the purpose of investigating the
model complexity required for accurate modeling of the vehicle motion in an
aggressive maneuver, di!erent extensions of the basic single-track model in
(8.2)–(8.4) are considered. In particular, the double-track model in Figure 8.3
is employed. This model is a more realistic description of the vehicle, where
each wheel is modeled independently, in contrast to the single-track model.
More specifically, the following model configurations are studied:

A. Single-track model as described in the previous paragraph;

B. Single-track model with roll dynamics—i.e., an additional degree of free-
dom about the x-axis;

C. Single-track model with pitch dynamics—i.e., an additional degree of
freedom about the y-axis and with longitudinal load transfer in the cor-
responding direction;

D. Double-track model with roll dynamics and lateral load transfer;

E. Double-track model with roll and pitch dynamics and both longitudinal
and lateral load transfer.

The double-track model with roll and pitch dynamics is illustrated in Fig-
ure 8.3. For the complete derivation of the equations for this model, see
[Berntorp, 2013].

Pitch and Roll Dynamics For modeling of the roll and pitch dynamics
and the corresponding roll angle . and pitch angle +, it is assumed that the
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Figure 8.3 The double-track model with pitch and roll dynamics.

suspension system of the vehicle can de described by a rotational inertia-
spring-damper system. Hence, the e!ect on the roll dynamics by the suspen-
sion system can be written as

!" = #D".̇# K"., (8.12)

where !" is the torque produced by the suspension system, K" is the sti!ness,
and D" is the damping. The pitch dynamics is characterized similarly by the
corresponding parameters K# and D#.

Load Transfer The load transfer in the roll and pitch directions, respec-
tively, is modeled utilizing the same assumptions as for the roll and pitch
dynamics—i.e., the rotational spring-damper system models the torque ro-
tating the vehicle in the corresponding degree of freedom. In addition, it is
assumed that the roll angle . and pitch angle + are small and that the load
transfer in the two directions can be modeled independently of each other.
Under these assumptions, the change in the normal force #Fz," in the roll
direction can be determined from the relation

4w#Fz," = #D".̇# K"., (8.13)
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for the left wheels and from

4w#Fz," = D".̇+ K"., (8.14)

for the right wheels. Similarly, the load transfer #Fz,# in the pitch direction
is given by the relation

2l#Fz,# = D# +̇ + K#+, (8.15)

for the front wheels and from

2l#Fz,# = #D#+̇ # K#+, (8.16)

for the rear wheels. In the single-track models with the lumped wheels, the
e!ects of the pitch load transfer are added for the respective wheel pair. The
numerical values for the vehicle model parameters used in this study are
provided in Table A.1 in Appendix A.

Tire Modeling

When developing a methodology for investigation of optimal maneuvers, it
is of interest to be able to handle and compare di!erent tire characteris-
tics. Hence, the capability of the developed methodology to handle di!erent
tire models is essential. In this work, two di!erent model principles for tire
modeling are considered, whose characteristics are described next.

The nominal tire forces—i.e., the forces under pure longitudinal or lat-
eral slip conditions—are computed with the Magic Formula model [Pacejka,
2006], given by

Fx0,i = µxFz,i sin(Cx,i arctan(Bx,i-i)), (8.17)
Fy0,i = µyFz,i sin(Cy,i arctan(By,i#i)), i ! {f, r}, (8.18)

Fz,i = mg(l # li)/l, i ! {f, r}, with l = lf + lr, (8.19)

where, µx and µy are the friction coe"cients, B and C are model parameters
to be calibrated from experimental data, and g is the constant of gravity.

Under combined slip conditions—i.e., both the longitudinal slip - and the
lateral slip # are nonzero—the resulting tire forces will depend on both of
these slip quantities. The strategy for modeling this coupling e!ect on the tire
forces is a crucial part of the tire modeling in aggressive vehicle maneuvers.
In a time-optimal maneuver, the resulting control solution will use the best
combination of longitudinal and lateral force, and these forces are coupled via
the physics of the specific tire. Tire modeling under combined slip behavior
and subsequent experimental measurements of tire model parameters have
been discussed extensively in the literature previously, see, e.g., [Kiencke and
Nielsen, 2005; Rajamani, 2006; Pacejka, 2006; Braghin et al., 2006; Isermann,
2006]. In this work, two approaches to this purpose have been adopted from
the literature: the friction ellipse and the Pacejka weighting functions.
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Friction Ellipse The friction ellipse is an established method for calcu-
lating the lateral force Fy based on the longitudinal force and the normal
force. The relation is given by

Fy,i = Fy0,i

6

1 #

!

Fx0,i

µxFz,i

#2

, i ! {f, r}. (8.20)

In simulations, the force Fx is often used as an input variable. However, in
the optimal control problem studied in this chapter, the driving and braking
torques on the wheels are used as inputs, since these are variables that can
be actuated in a physical setup of a vehicle. Consequently, the force Fx is
determined dynamically from the relation (8.5).

Weighting Functions A second approach to modeling of the combined
slip, described in [Pacejka, 2006], is to scale the nominal forces in (8.17)–
(8.18) with weighting functions Gx$,i and Gy%,i. These functions are depen-
dent of the slip quantities # and -. The relations in the longitudinal direction
are

Bx$,i = Bx1,i cos(arctan(Bx2,i-i)), (8.21)

Gx$,i = cos(Cx$,i arctan(Bx$,i#i)), (8.22)
Fx,i = Fx0,iGx$,i, i ! {f, r}. (8.23)

The corresponding relations in the lateral direction are given by

By%,i = By1,i cos(arctan(By2,i(#i # By3,i))), (8.24)

Gy%,i = cos(Cy%,i arctan(By%,i-i)), (8.25)
Fy,i = Fy0,iGy%,i, i ! {f, r}. (8.26)

Tire Model Parameters

The parameters of the respective tire model should be determined based on
experimental data. However, when comparing an optimal maneuver based on
two di!erent tire modeling principles, it is not obvious how to calibrate the
models with respect to the measured tire force characteristics. One approach
is to have the same average resultant force and another is to equalize the
longitudinal sti!ness. In this study, the same parameters have been used for
the nominal lateral force—i.e., the lateral force characteristics are the same
for all models when considering pure lateral slip.

Two di!erent tire models are calibrated and subsequently evaluated in
this chapter. The resulting tire force, defined as

Fi,res =
7

F 2
x,i + F 2

y,i, i ! {f, r}, (8.27)
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is illustrated with two-dimensional surfaces as a function of the longitudinal
slip - and lateral slip angle # in Figures 8.14–8.17 in Section 8.5. The first
tire is assumed to be isotropic, in the sense that it has the same properties
in lateral and longitudinal directions. The second tire is described by model
parameters presented in [Pacejka, 2006], which were identified from experi-
mental data. The model is thus considered empirical in the sense that it rep-
resents the behavior of a realistic tire. In contrast to the first tire, this model
gives a clearly nonisotropic behavior. For each tire, both a model based on
the friction ellipse and a model based on the parametrization with weighting
functions are fitted. The parameters for the respective model are presented in
Table A.2 in Appendix A. The weighting functions model parameters were fit-
ted to the original Pacejka model using least-squares approximations. Hence,
both the friction ellipse model and the weighting functions model will exhibit
equivalent tire characteristics for pure slip conditions for the nonisotropic tire
configuration.

8.4 Optimal Control Problem

Based on the vehicle and tire dynamics described in the previous section,
the time-optimal maneuvers for the di!erent time-critical situations are to
be determined. Mathematically, the control signals for achieving these ma-
neuvers are calculated as the solution of a dynamic optimization problem.
Considering the physical setup of the problem, it is clear that an optimal
solution exists. The resulting optimization problem is more challenging than
thought at first sight, since the desired time-optimality implies that the fric-
tion model of the tires operates on the boundary of its validity. Also, solving
dynamic optimization problems where the time horizon is free, is more de-
manding than a problem with fixed end-time. Further, during the course of
the development of the optimization methodology, it was found that numer-
ical issues easily arise and that the optimization does not converge without
proper initialization. In order to make the convergence more robust from a
numerical point of view, scaling of the optimization variables to the same
nominal interval is essential.

Formulation of Dynamic Optimization Problem

Consider the time horizon t ! [0, tf ], where tf is the free final time to be
determined as part of the solution procedure. The vehicle dynamics—see
(8.2)–(8.11) for the equations of the single-track model—is expressed as a
di!erential-algebraic equation (DAE) system according to

G(ẋ, x, z, u) = 0, (8.28)
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where x are the state variables, z are the algebraic variables, and u =
8

T )
9

,
where T =

8

Tf Tr

9

is a vector with the driving and braking torques. The
wheel driving and braking torques T on the wheels and the steering angle )
are considered as the input variables; in the double-track models the front
and rear torques are distributed equally between the right and left wheels.
Furthermore, the DAE system h(x, z, u) = 0 is introduced for the tire force
model. The dynamic optimization problem to be solved can then be stated
as follows:

minimize tf (8.29)

subject to Ti,min % Ti % Ti,max, i ! {f, r} (8.30)

|)| % )max , |)̇| % )̇max (8.31)

|Fx,i| % Fx,i,max, i ! {f, r} or {1, 2, 3, 4} (8.32)
|Fy,i| % Fy,i,max, i ! {f, r} or {1, 2, 3, 4} (8.33)
%

Xp

Rj
1

&&j

+

%

Yp

Rj
2

&&j

( 1, j = 1, . . . , nl (8.34)

%

Xp

Rj
1

&&j

+

%

Yp

Rj
2

&&j

% 1, j = nl+1, . . . , n (8.35)

x(0) = x0 , x(tf ) = xtf
(8.36)

z(0) = z0 , z(tf ) = ztf
(8.37)

G(ẋ, x, z, u) = 0 , h(x, z, u) = 0, (8.38)

where x0 is the initial state vector, xtf
is the desired state vector at t = tf , z0

and ztf
are the corresponding vectors for the algebraic variables, and (Xp, Yp)

is the position of the center-of-mass of the vehicle. The track constraint for
the di!erent investigated maneuvers is formulated using n super-ellipses of
degree (j , j = 1, . . . , n, and the shape of the path is determined by the radii
Rj

1 and Rj
2, j = 1, . . . , n. Further, the constraints on the driving and braking

torques and tire forces are specified according to

#µxFz,f Rw % Tf % 0, (8.39)
#µxFz,rRw % Tr % µxFz,rRw, (8.40)

|Fx,i| % µxFz,i, (8.41)
|Fy,i| % µyFz,i, i ! {f, r} or {1, 2, 3, 4}. (8.42)

Solution of Optimal Control Problem

Because of the complex nature of the nonlinear and nonconvex optimization
problem in (8.29)–(8.38), analytical solutions are intractable. Instead, nu-
merical methods based on simultaneous collocation [Biegler et al., 2002] are
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utilized. In particular, direct collocation was used, where all state and input
variables, originally described in continuous time, were discretized prior to
the optimization. This results in a discrete-time nonlinear program (NLP).
The collocation procedure transforms the original infinite-dimensional prob-
lem to a finite-dimensional problem with a large, however finite, number
of optimization variables, on which numerical optimization methods can be
applied.

Implementation and Tools

The vehicle and tire dynamics are implemented using the modeling language
Modelica [Modelica Association, 2013]. Since the primary feature of Modelica
is simulation, the language does not support explicit formulation of optimal
control problems. Consequently, Optimica [Åkesson, 2008], which is an exten-
sion of Modelica for high-level description of dynamic optimization problems
based on Modelica models, are utilized to that purpose. The Modelica and
Optimica code required for implementation of the single-track vehicle model
and tire dynamics for the isotropic tire model based on the friction ellipse
described in Section 8.3, and the optimal control problem for the hairpin
turn maneuver, is given in Appendix B as an example. The implementation
of the other maneuver situations and model configurations are similar and
are therefore not presented here.

The collocation procedure and solution of the optimization problem are
performed using the open-source software platform JModelica.org [Åkesson
et al., 2010; JModelica.org, 2013]. The user interacts with the software using
the scripting language Python, see Figure 8.4. In JModelica.org, orthogo-
nal collocation is implemented, where Lagrange polynomials are used for
representation of the state profiles in each element and the location of the
collocation points are chosen as the corresponding Radau points. The result-
ing NLP is solved internally using the numerical solver Ipopt [Wächter and
Biegler, 2006], which is a solver based on interior-point methods opted for
large, but sparse, optimization problems. Since collocation procedures often
result in this kind of optimization problems, Ipopt is an appropriate solver
for the current optimal control problem.

Initialization Procedure

Robust convergence to a solution of the NLP in Ipopt relies on proper ini-
tialization. Two approaches are available to this purpose: Simulation of an
initial guess using driver models and division of the problem into smaller sub-
problems, respectively. In this thesis, the latter approach has been utilized.
Consequently, each optimal control problem is solved as a sequence of smaller
optimization problems. The optimal control problems for the 90%-turn and
the double lane-change maneuvers are solved in one or two steps, depending
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Figure 8.4 In the figure, the usage of the optimization software JModel-
ica.org is illustrated. The user utilizes the scripting language Python in order
to communicate with JModelica.org. The Modelica and Optimica models
are compiled to C-code and an XML description. The NLP is subsequently
solved using the solver Ipopt. Simulation of DAE systems for verification
purposes is possible using the software SUNDIALS [SUNDIALS, 2013].

on model configuration. However, the hairpin-turn problem is solved in four
steps, see Figure 8.5. The results from the solution of each subproblem are
used for initialization of the subsequent problem. Hence, the final optimal
maneuvers are determined stepwise.

8.5 Results

In this section, the results obtained for the studied vehicle and tire models
in the di!erent time-critical maneuvers are presented and subsequently eval-
uated and compared. First, the vehicle models are in focus and evaluated
in two di!erent maneuvers. Second, the tire models are investigated in the
hairpin maneuver.

For the evaluations, the maximum allowed steering angle ) and steering
angle change rate )̇ were specified to 30 deg and 60 deg/s, respectively, which
are reasonable parameters, both seen from physical and driver limitations.
It should be noted that these limitations correspond to the wheel angle ),
not the steering wheel angle. Further, it is assumed in the vehicle model
that the car considered is rear-wheel driven as indicated by the constraints
(8.39)–(8.40).

Optimal Maneuvers for Di!erent Vehicle Models

The di!erent chassis model configurations A–E were evaluated in a double
lane-change maneuver and in a 90%-turn. The tire dynamics was modeled
using the Pacejka weighting functions with model parameters corresponding
to the nonisotropic behavior. The initial velocity of the vehicle in the 90%-
turn maneuver and double lane-change maneuver was v0 = 70 km/h and
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Figure 8.5 Initialization procedure for solving the time-optimal hairpin
turn maneuver problem. The whole problem is solved by stepwise solving
four successive problems. The black rectangles in the figure indicate the
position and direction of the vehicle at the initial and final state in each
subproblem.

v0 = 80 km/h, respectively. The optimal control problem with a minimum-
time criterion was solved for each of the configurations, which resulted in the
vehicle trajectories displayed in Figures 8.6–8.7 and model state variables
displayed in Figures 8.8–8.9. In the figures, the body slip ' is defined as

' = arctan

!

vy

vx

#

, (8.43)

and the tire forces for the right and left wheels have been added for the
double-track models for visualization purposes. In the double lane-change
maneuver, the vehicle starts in the lower left corner of the track and in the
90%-turn the vehicle starts in the lower right corner.

Several interesting observations can be made when comparing the di!er-
ent model configurations for the respective maneuver. The geometric trajec-
tories in the XY -plane in Figures 8.6–8.7 obtained for the di!erent models
are approximately the same, with only minor discrepancies visible for the
turn maneuver in the approach phase to the target position. Initially, in the
turn maneuver, the vehicle is accelerating, while steering to the right in order
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Figure 8.6 Geometric trajectory for the time-optimal maneuver obtained
for the 90!-turn, for the single-track (blue), single-track with roll (magenta),
single-track with pitch (red), the double-track with roll (green) and the
double-track with roll and pitch (cyan) models. The black rectangles indi-
cate the orientation of the vehicle every half second.
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Figure 8.7 Geometric trajectory for the time-optimal maneuver obtained
for the double lane-change situation. Same models and color scheme as in
Figure 8.6. Note that the trajectories are close to each other for the di!erent
models. The black rectangles indicate the orientation of the vehicle every
half second.
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Figure 8.8 Model variables during the time-optimal maneuver obtained
for the 90!-turn. Same models and color scheme as in Figure 8.6.

to allow for wider curve taking for all models. When approaching the sharp
turn, the vehicle is decelerating by applying negative torques on the wheels,
and then again accelerating when it has passed the turn and approaches the
target position. Similarly, in the double lane-change maneuver, the optimal
geometric trajectory is close to each other for all models. However, investigat-
ing the internal model variables in Figure 8.8 and Figure 8.9 closer, significant
di!erences can be observed. These di!erences are discussed for each of the
maneuvers next.

Turn Maneuver Considering the results for the 90%-turn in Figure 8.6
and Figure 8.8, it can be seen that the steering angle for the vehicle models
with pitch dynamics and load transfer in the corresponding direction has a
significant peak during the approach phase of the maneuver, not visible in
the other models. The reason for this can be derived to the corresponding
tire forces, where it is seen that these vehicle models have significantly larger
longitudinal forces on the front tire than the other models have. Further,
the pitch dynamics with load transfer results in significantly increased accel-
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Figure 8.9 Model variables during the time-optimal maneuver obtained
for the double lane-change situation. Same models and color scheme as in
Figure 8.6.

eration and deceleration of the vehicle. To be specific, this means that the
normal force on the rear driving wheels can be increased during the accelera-
tion phases and similarly in the deceleration phases of the maneuvers. Thus,
the velocity of the vehicle can be increased, which results in faster maneuver
execution. The calculated times for completion of the optimal maneuver for
the di!erent model configurations A–E, are 4.27 s, 4.28 s, 4.21 s, 4.37 s, and
4.34 s, respectively.

Double Lane-Change Maneuver Investigating the optimal maneuvers
in Figure 8.7 and Figure 8.9 for the di!erent model configurations in the
double lane-change situation, it is clear that the trajectories in the XY -plane
are similar. This implies that the optimal geometric trajectory in this ma-
neuver is not dependent on model configuration. However, as for the 90%-turn
maneuver, the di!erences between the models appear in the internal state
variables and inputs, in particular in the steering angle and the resulting tire
forces. Specifically, the constraints on the steering angle and corresponding
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change rate are active during a major part of the maneuver, indicating that
the steering wheel input is essential in this maneuver. Further, it is inter-
esting to consider the roll angle . and the pitch angle +. As can be seen in
Figure 8.9, the roll angle is at most close to 4 deg, while the pitch angle is
at most 1.5 deg during the maneuver. The roll angles in this case indicate
that the vehicle is not overbalancing in the aggressive maneuver. Further,
the noticeable pitch angle explains why the load transfer has e!ect on the
achievable path velocity, similarly as for the turn maneuver discussed in the
previous paragraph. The calculated execution times of the lane-change ma-
neuver are 2.76 s, 2.79 s, 2.68 s, 2.80 s, and 2.75 s for model configurations
A–E, respectively.

Optimal Maneuvers for Di!erent Tire Models

In order to evaluate the di!erent tire models, the time-optimal maneuver in
the hairpin turn was determined for each of the four tire configurations. The
vehicle chassis is modeled with the single-track model in (8.2)–(8.11), and is
the same in all four cases. Further, the relaxation length was neglected for
simplicity and the start, (X0

p , Y 0
p ), and final vehicle position,

(X
tf
p , Y

tf
p ), (8.44)

were set to be in the middle of the road. The initial velocity of the vehicle
was v0 = 25 km/h. Figures 8.10–8.13 display the geometric vehicle trajec-
tory together with the internal model variables and steering input for the
four di!erent tire models. It is clear that all models have similarities: The
vehicle starts with maximum acceleration, while turning in order to allow for
wider curve taking. When entering the curve, the vehicle starts to brake with
both wheels, which it does approximately until reaching the half-way point.
Furthermore, all models exhibit large vehicle slip. The trajectory plots show
that the slip—i.e., the angle between the velocity vector and the longitudinal
direction of the vehicle—is significant, exceeding 30 deg in the most critical
parts of the maneuver.

The maneuvering of the vehicle, which achieves this behavior, is similar
to techniques known to rally drivers as drifting, where the rear wheel driv-
ing and braking torque is used to control the rear lateral tire force, while
the front wheels are only controlled with the steering angle. In addition,
counter steering is utilized if necessary. Also, the qualitative slip behavior is
congruent with the driving behavior often seen when rally drivers perform
similar maneuvers, indicating that the obtained optimization results manage
to replicate behavior utilized in reality. Furthermore, it also shows that even
a few-state single-track model using the friction ellipse for tire modeling man-
ages to capture fundamental and relevant behavior, also for minimum-time
optimization problems resulting in aggressive behavior of the vehicle.
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Figure 8.10 Optimization results for friction ellipse model with isotropic
behavior with parameters as in column two in Table A.2 in Appendix A.
In the #, Fx, and Fy plots the blue curves visualize the front wheel and the
red curves the rear wheel. The black rectangles in the XY -trajectory plot
show the sideslip angle each second of the maneuver.

For the four di!erent tire model configurations with parameters as in
Table A.2 in Appendix A, the times for execution of the hairpin maneuver
are for the respective column: 8.82 s, 8.42 s, 8.80 s, and 8.44 s. It is to be
noted that the di!erence between the friction ellipse models and the weighting
functions models for the respective tire is only minor. The main di!erences
are between the isotropic and nonisotropic tire. This is not surprising, since
the tire models for each category of tire were calibrated to be equal. The
interesting observation is rather the essential e!ect of the tire characteristics
on the resulting time-optimal maneuver.

Comparison of Isotropic Models The di!erences between the results
obtained with the isotropic model with friction ellipse and weighting func-
tions are minor, which is expected. However, this is a verification that the de-
veloped methodology is able to handle both of these tire models, and also that
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Figure 8.11 Optimization results for weighting functions model with
isotropic behavior with parameters as in column four in Table A.2 in Ap-
pendix A. Same notation and colors as in Figure 8.10.

two completely di!erent model categories, parametrized to achieve equivalent
resultant force characteristics, give similar results for the optimal maneuver.
Moreover, it is an indication that the optimization does not converge to dif-
ferent local minima for the considered model configurations.

To visualize the tire utilization, the tire forces for the front and rear
wheels during the maneuver are plotted as function of the longitudinal slip
- and lateral slip # in the resulting tire force surfaces in Figures 8.14–8.15.
These kind of plots are hereafter referred to as Force-Slip (FS)-diagrams. It
is noted that the # and - quantities, and consequently the resulting tire force
trajectory, vary more for the rear wheels, which is natural since the vehicle
is rear-wheel driven and thus implying more slip on these wheels.

Comparison of Nonisotropic Models When considering Figure 8.12
and Figure 8.13, it is observed that there are fundamental di!erences. First,
the maximum steering angle ) in Figure 8.13 is twice as large as ) in Fig-
ure 8.12. Second, the maximum yaw rate is larger for the weighting func-
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Figure 8.12 Optimization results for friction ellipse model with param-
eters as in column three in Table A.2 in Appendix A. Same notation and
colors as in Figure 8.10.

tions model, but the yaw rate when in the turn—i.e., in the time interval
t ! [3.5, 4.5] s—is smaller. Third, the weighting functions model seldom uses
the rear wheel for braking. Rather, it maximizes the braking force on the front
wheel instead of distributing the braking force to both wheels. It is plausible
that this behavior is originating from that the weighting functions model pro-
vide, in addition to the low-slip solution, a large-slip alternative—i.e., does
not penalize combined slip—for a given resulting force. The FS-diagrams for
the respective model are displayed in Figures 8.16–8.17. These plots indicate
that this is indeed the case for this model. Further, the observations indi-
cate that the obtained behavior is model dependent, rather than parameter
dependent.

Considering the slip ratio - for the di!erent models, significant discrepan-
cies can be observed. For the weighting functions model, a large peak occurs
when increasing the yaw rate at t " 2.3 s. At this stage in the maneuver,
when trying to turn the vehicle quickly, it is desired to have a small lateral
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Figure 8.13 Optimization results for weighting functions model with pa-
rameters as in column five in Table A.2 in Appendix A. Same notation and
colors as in Figure 8.10.

force at the rear, which, in the weighting functions model, can be achieved
by increasing the slip ratio as much as possible.

Comparison of Isotropic and Nonisotropic Models Finally, when
comparing the friction ellipse model for the two di!erent parameter sets
corresponding to two di!erent tires—i.e., the results displayed in Figure 8.10
and Figure 8.12—interesting observations can be made. The peak of the
steering angle ) is more accentuated in Figure 8.12. Also, the longitudinal
force, and thereby the longitudinal velocity, is larger in magnitude for the
nonisotropic tire model, which is attributed to the larger longitudinal friction
coe"cient µx, see Table A.2 in Appendix A. This, in turn, is a result of the
tire model calibration procedure used, described in Section 8.3. It is plausible
that the di!erence in steering angle also can be derived to this, since a larger
velocity will require more aggressive steering to counteract the larger forces.
When comparing the tire forces during the maneuver in the FS-diagrams for
these models, Figure 8.14 and Figure 8.16, it is clear that they are similar.
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Figure 8.14 FS-diagram for the friction ellipse model with isotropic be-
havior. Blue (front wheel) and red curves (rear wheel) are the solution of
the optimal control problem.
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Figure 8.16 FS-diagram for the friction ellipse model with parameters
according to column three in Table A.2 in Appendix A. Blue (front wheel)
and red curves (rear wheel) are the solution of the optimal control problem.
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Figure 8.17 FS-diagram for the weighting functions model with param-
eters according to column five in Table A.2 in Appendix A. Blue (front
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8.6 Conclusions

The models based on the weighting functions have more pronounced dif-
ferences: First, the steering angle ) in Figure 8.11 is negative during the
major part of the maneuver. Second, the yaw rate is larger in Figure 8.13.
Third, the forces di!er significantly. To some extent, the di!erences can be
attributed to the di!erence in the longitudinal friction coe"cient. A further
explanation for this is the prominent peaks visible in the FS-diagram in Fig-
ure 8.17 for the nonisotropic tire model. Hence, the optimal solution in the
two cases will depend on which slip combinations that result in maxima in
the tire force surfaces.

8.6 Conclusions

This chapter of the thesis presented a methodology for determining opti-
mal vehicle maneuvers in time-critical situations. Vehicle and tire models
frequently encountered in the literature were employed and an optimal con-
trol problem was subsequently formulated. The overall aim was to give in-
sight into improved safety systems. A comparison of the vehicle behavior
for minimum-time optimal control in di!erent maneuvers was presented.
Five di!erent vehicle models were compared in two maneuvers; a 90%-turn
and a double lane-change situation. Two di!erent tire models, with two
parametrizations each, and a single-track vehicle model were used and eval-
uated in an aggressive hairpin maneuver.

Although the results di!ered in some respects, the qualitative behavior
was similar for all models. It was shown that even a few-state single-track
model using the friction ellipse for tire modeling managed to capture funda-
mental and relevant behavior. This implies that for future optimization-based
safety systems, rather simplistic vehicle and tire models may be su"cient.
However, the friction ellipse model and weighting functions model showed
some dissimilarities. This might influence model choice in safety system de-
velopment, especially when considering systems such as yaw-rate controllers
where the brakes typically are utilized as the actuators. Further, the chassis
modeling incorporating pitch dynamics as well as load transfer, exhibited sig-
nificant di!erences compared to the basic single-track model. Consequently,
adding this degree-of-freedom in the vehicle model might be necessary when,
for example, considering optimal distribution of braking power to the di!er-
ent wheels in ESP systems.
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9

Optimal Maneuvers on
Uncertain Road-Surfaces

9.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, a methodology for determining optimal road-vehicle
maneuvers was presented. In this chapter, this methodology is applied to a
case where the road-surface is uncertain—i.e., the road is covered with snow
or ice. The road-surface has, of course, significant e!ect on the tire forces that
can be realized, and hence on the optimal control strategy for the vehicle in a
maneuver. Scaling of nominal tire models for describing the behavior on dif-
ferent surfaces is theoretically described in [Pacejka, 2006] and subsequently
experimentally measured and verified in [Braghin et al., 2006]. Even though
the vehicle and tire models utilized in this thesis are similar to those discussed
in the mentioned references, most investigations focus on a particular vehicle
model on a specific surface. Comparisons of optimal control maneuvers for
di!erent road conditions have been made, see, e.g., [Chakraborty et al., 2011],
but are limited to varying the friction coe"cient in the tire force model. In
this chapter, it is shown that important tire-force characteristics in aggres-
sive maneuvering situations are neglected with this approach. Consequently,
the aim of this chapter is to propose a comprehensive approach to perform
comparisons of optimal control maneuvers for di!erent road conditions. This
chapter is based on the publication [Olofsson et al., 2013].

The structure of this chapter is as follows: A background to and a descrip-
tion of the problem studied are given in Section 9.2. The modeling approach
employed in this study is presented in Section 9.3. Section 9.4 presents the
results achieved and a discussion of the optimal control solutions for the
di!erent road-surfaces is provided. Finally, the chapter is summarized and
conclusions are drawn in Section 9.5.
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9.2 Problem Description

One further step towards increasing the performance of vehicle safety sys-
tems is to study the behavior of a vehicle in a time-critical maneuver un-
der varying road-surface conditions, e.g., dry asphalt, wet asphalt, ice, and
snow. Therefore, an investigation of the time-optimal vehicle maneuver in
the hairpin turn considered in the previous chapter is performed for di!er-
ent road-surfaces. The vehicle and tire modeling principles developed in the
previous chapter are utilized as basis models. Further, the optimal control
problem proposed in the previous chapter is solved and the results thereof
are presented for the di!erent investigated road conditions. In addition, the
problem of scaling of the tire models for di!erent road-surface dynamics is
discussed. With this study, it is plausible that the understanding of vehicle
dynamics in at-the-limit maneuvering situations under road-surface uncer-
tainties can be increased. It is thus probable that the results of such a study
can be used for increasing the robustness of future vehicle safety systems.

9.3 Modeling

For modeling of the vehicle chassis and tires, the principles developed in
Chapter 8 are employed. Since the primary influence of the road condition
is on the tire-road interaction, the focus of the modeling is on the tire as-
pects. The vehicle chassis dynamics is modeled with a single-track model
with roll dynamics, together with a wheel model and a Magic-Formula based
tire model with weighting functions for modeling of combined longitudinal
and lateral slip behavior.

Vehicle Modeling

The vehicle model used when determining the optimal maneuvers is the
single-track model [Isermann, 2006; Ellis, 1994], see Figure 8.2 in Chapter 8.
A rotational degree of freedom about the x-axis—i.e., the roll dynamics—has
been included in the model. The coordinate system is located in the ground
plane at the xy-coordinates of the center-of-mass for zero roll angle. The
motivation for the single-track model is twofold; first, the aim is to employ
models possible to utilize together with dynamic optimization algorithms
which require twice continuously di!erentiable functions and, second, it is
of interest to investigate what properties of a vehicle that can be captured
with this comparably simplistic model on the di!erent road-surfaces. The
roll dynamics has been included in the chassis model in order to verify that
the vehicle is not overbalancing in the aggressive hairpin maneuver on high-
friction surfaces. With the same notation as in Chapter 8, the equations for
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the chassis model can be stated as

mv̇x = FX + mvy,̇ # mh sin(.),̈ # 2mh cos(.).̇,̇, (9.1)

mv̇y = FY # mvx,̇ # mh sin(.),̇2 + mh.̈ cos(.) # m.̇2h sin(.), (9.2)

,̈ =
MZ # FXh sin(.)

Izz cos2(.) + Iyy sin2(.)
, (9.3)

Ixx.̈ = FY h cos(.) + mgh sin(.) + ,̇2#Iyz sin(.) cos(.)

# K".# D".̇, (9.4)

FX = Fx,f cos()) + Fx,r # Fy,f sin()), (9.5)
FY = Fy,f cos()) + Fy,r + Fx,f sin()), (9.6)

MZ = lf Fy,f cos()) # lrFy,r + lf Fx,f sin()), (9.7)

where h is the height of the center of mass, Ixx, Iyy, Izz are the vehicle inertias
about the x, y, and z-axis, respectively, #Iyz = Iyy # Izz , and FX , FY , MZ

are the forces and moment acting on the center of mass. The roll dynamics
was derived by assuming that the suspension system can be modeled as
a rotational spring-damper system with sti!ness K" and damping D", see
(8.12) in Chapter 8.

Wheel and Tire Modeling

The wheel dynamics is given by (8.5)–(8.11) in Chapter 8. However, the
relaxation length was neglected in the study presented in this chapter for
simplicity. The vehicle and wheel parameters used in this study are presented
in Table A.1 in Appendix A.

The nominal tire forces—i.e., the forces under pure slip conditions—are
computed with the Magic Formula model [Pacejka, 2006]. In this chapter, a
more comprehensive version of the tire model, with an extended set of model
parameters, are utilized than what was the case in the study presented in
Chapter 8. The model equations are given by

Fx0,i = µxFz,i sin(Cx,i arctan(Bx,i-i # Ex,i(Bx,i-i # arctan(Bx,i-i)))),
(9.8)

Fy0,i = µyFz,i sin(Cy,i arctan(By,i#i # Ey,i(By,i#i # arctan(By,i#i)))),
(9.9)

Fz,i = mg(l # li)/l, i ! {f, r}, where l = lf + lr. (9.10)

In (9.8)–(9.9), µx and µy are the friction coe"cients and B, C, and E are
model parameters. Combined slip is modeled using the weighting functions
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presented in [Pacejka, 2006]:

Bx$,i = Bx1,i cos(arctan(Bx2,i-i)), (9.11)

Gx$,i = cos(Cx$,i arctan(Bx$,i#i)), (9.12)
Fx,i = Fx0,iGx$,i, (9.13)

By%,i = By1,i cos(arctan(By2,i#i)), (9.14)

Gy%,i = cos(Cy%,i arctan(By%,i-i)), (9.15)
Fy,i = Fy0,iGy%,i, i ! {f, r}. (9.16)

The choice of the extended tire model and the weighting functions for mod-
eling combined vehicle slip in this chapter, is based on the desire to be able
to calibrate the models to represent the behavior of the tires on di!erent
road-surfaces. Moreover, considering the fact that a single-track model with
lumped wheels are utilized here, the asymmetric parameters in the original
complete Pacejka model have been recomputed such that the resulting model
presented in (9.8)–(9.16) is symmetric with respect to the slip angle # and
slip ratio -.

Tire-Force Model Calibration

It is clear that the road-surface has a fundamental impact on the tire forces.
Based on a set of tire parameters for a nominal surface, [Pacejka, 2006] pro-
poses to use scaling factors /i in (9.8)–(9.16) in order to describe di!erent
road conditions. This method was used in [Braghin et al., 2006], where the
scaling factors representing surfaces corresponding to dry asphalt, wet as-
phalt, snow, and smooth ice were estimated based on experimental data. In
the investigation performed in this chapter, the scaling factors experimen-
tally determined in [Braghin et al., 2006] are adopted as a basis for calibrating
tire models approximately corresponding to the behavior on the di!erent sur-
faces. The empirical tire model parameters presented in [Pacejka, 2006] are
used to represent dry asphalt. With the dry asphalt model as base model,
the scaling factors are introduced according to

/dry = 1, /wet =
/$

wet

/$

dry

, /snow =
/$

snow

/$

dry

, /ice =
/$

ice

/$

dry

, (9.17)

where / is the scaling factor used in this study and /$ is the scaling factor
presented in [Braghin et al., 2006]. Considering that a di!erent set of nominal
parameters is used in this study, and that there are uncertainties in the esti-
mation of the original scaling factors based on experimental data in [Braghin
et al., 2006]—especially for larger slip values, where the experimental condi-
tions are challenging—some inconsistent characteristics appear for the snow
and ice models. The original tire model on the snow surface predicts a longi-
tudinal force Fx that changes sign for increasing slip ratios, which is avoided
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by slightly adjusting the scaling factor for Cx. For the model representing
the ice surface, multiple sharp and narrow peaks in the resultant force occur.
This is adjusted by recomputing the scaling factor a!ecting (9.14), as well as
the parameters Bx2 and By2. In addition, the lateral curvature factor Ey is
also adjusted to smoothen the sharp peak, originating from the relations in
(9.8)–(9.9). The complete set of tire model parameters used to represent the
di!erent surfaces are provided in Table A.3 in Appendix A. A subset of these
parameters has been calculated with expressions depending on the normal
force Fz on the wheel. Consequently, the front and rear parameter values
di!er—e.g., the friction coe"cients µx,f and µx,r—because of the asymmet-
ric location of the center-of-gravity of the vehicle chassis. The tire forces for
the respective road-surface are visualized in Figures 9.4–9.7 in Section 9.4.

9.4 Results

To the purpose of investigating the time-optimal maneuver in the hairpin
turn for the di!erent road-surfaces, the optimal control problem (8.29)–(8.38)
proposed in Chapter 8 was solved for each of the surface models discussed
in Section 9.3. The road in the current study is 5 m wide and the vehicle is
rear-wheel driven. The limitations on the driving and braking torques and
tire forces were chosen as follows:

Tf,max = 0, (9.18)
Tf,min = #µxFz,f Rw, (9.19)

Tr,max = µxFz,rRw, (9.20)
Tr,min = #µxFz,rRw, (9.21)

Fx,i,max = µxFz,i, (9.22)
Fy,i,max = µyFz,i, i ! {f, r}. (9.23)

It is to be noted that with this choice of the maximum driving and braking
torques, a dependency on the studied surface is introduced via the friction
coe"cients. This is motivated by that the surface models adopted in this
study are only identified, and hence validated, for a certain region in the
-–# combined slip plane. Hence, allowing excess input torques might result
in inconsistent behavior of the tire force model. Further, from a driver limi-
tation argument, the steering angle and steering angle rate were constrained
according to

)max = 30 deg , )̇max = 60 deg/s, (9.24)

similarly as for the maneuvers investigated in Chapter 8. In addition, the
wheel angular velocities &f,r were constrained to be nonnegative—i.e., the
wheels were not allowed to roll backwards or back-spin in the maneuver.
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With an initial velocity of v0 = 25 km/h of the vehicle, the results dis-
played in Figures 9.1–9.2 were obtained. For comparison of the di!erent road-
surfaces, the model variables are visualized as function of the driven distance
s instead of time. By this way of plotting the trajectories, the time depen-
dency is implicit, but the control inputs relation to the di!erent parts of the
maneuver is more accentuated. Moreover, the geometric trajectories in the
XY -plane corresponding to the time-optimal control strategies are presented
in Figure 9.3.

The force–slip tire characteristic surfaces are also used as a basis for
analysis, as introduced in Chapter 8. Plotting the optimal trajectory in the
FS-diagram for both front and rear wheel, respectively, gives a presentation
of the tire utilization, see Figures 9.4–9.7. The calculated times for execution
of the maneuver are 8.48 s, 8.79 s, 13.83 s, and 19.18 s for dry asphalt, wet
asphalt, snow, and smooth ice, respectively.

Discussion on Characteristics on Di!erent Road-Surfaces

Considering the geometric trajectories in Figure 9.3 for the optimal maneu-
vers on the di!erent surfaces, it can be concluded that the overall behavior is
similar. As expected, the time for completing the maneuver is longer on the
snow and ice surfaces than on asphalt. This is a result of that the tire forces
that can be realized on these surfaces are significantly lower in magnitude
than those on asphalt, cf. the friction coe"cients for the di!erent models in
Table A.3 in Appendix A. Further, the vehicle exhibits high slip in the criti-
cal part of the maneuver on all surfaces except smooth ice. The explanation
for this can be derived by examining the force characteristics of the smooth
ice model compared to, e.g., the dry asphalt model. In Figures 9.8 and 9.9
the longitudinal and lateral tire forces are shown for these surfaces, cf. the
resulting tire forces in Figures 9.4 and 9.7. It is observed that the tire forces
for smooth ice exhibit a considerably sharper peak and thus decay faster,
with respect to combined longitudinal and lateral slip, than for dry asphalt.
This means that combined slip yields a significantly smaller resulting tire
force. Consequently, to achieve the desired time-optimality on the ice sur-
face, it is natural that a small-slip control strategy should be chosen. This
is also natural from an intuitive argument, since on the low-friction surfaces,
maneuvering of the vehicle is critical and both the velocity and body slip
must be reduced in order to be able to fulfill the geometric track-constraint.

Comparison of Control Strategies Investigating the internal variables
of the vehicle and tire models during the maneuver closer, as displayed in
Figures 9.1–9.2, it is clear that the behavior for dry and wet asphalt is similar.
The similarity between dry and wet asphalt is expected, considering the tire
force characteristics, see Figure 9.4 and Figure 9.5, which are similar in the
two cases. The major di!erence between the two surfaces is the time for
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The black rectangles indicate the position and direction of the vehicle each
second of the maneuver. The increase in the time for execution of the ma-
neuver on the low-friction surfaces is clearly visible.

execution of the maneuver, which is slightly longer for the wet asphalt surface.
This is expected since the friction coe"cients—and thus the maximum tire
forces that can be realized—are lower than for dry asphalt.

The di!erences between asphalt, snow, and ice when considering the fun-
damental control strategy are more pronounced. First, it can be concluded
that the optimal maneuver on snow and ice surfaces are more proactive in the
sense that both the steering angle ) and braking forces are applied consid-
erably earlier when approaching the hairpin. This is most certainly an e!ect
of the significantly reduced tire forces that can be realized on these sur-
faces compared to asphalt. Hence, the deceleration phase must be initiated
earlier on the low-friction surfaces. The steering angle also di!ers between
ice and the other surfaces. The reason for this is that the vehicle employs
counter-steering when it starts to slip on asphalt and snow as it approaches
the hairpin. This is not the case on the ice surface, where the slip is much
smaller and the steering angle is thus not utilized to the same extent. More-
over, the roll angle is considerably smaller for the low-friction surfaces, which
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Figure 9.6 The resulting tire forces for the snow model in the time-
optimal hairpin maneuver. The front tire force is shown in blue and the
rear tire force is shown in red.
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tions for dry asphalt, corresponding to Figure 9.4.
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is a consequence of that the torque about the roll axis arising as a result of
the tire–road contact is smaller. Further, even on dry asphalt, the roll angle
is kept below approximately 3.2 deg, verifying that no unstable modes in
the chassis dynamics are excited during the aggressive part of the hairpin
maneuver. The slip ratio - di!ers in amplitude between the surfaces, which
is related to the di!erences in the acceleration and deceleration phases of
the maneuver. More specifically, the reason becomes clear when investigat-
ing the tire forces in the FS-diagrams and the corresponding tire utilization,
displayed in Figures 9.4–9.7. The peak of the resulting tire force in the -–#
plane occurs at smaller slip values when changing from high-friction to low-
friction road surfaces. Consequently, in order to perform the maneuver in
minimum time, it is natural that a control solution with smaller slip angles
should be chosen.

Influence of Tire-Model on Optimal Maneuver Di!erent approaches
to model calibration were investigated prior to the study presented in this
chapter. One approach would be to only scale the friction coe"cients µx and
µy, as mentioned in Section 9.1 and previously investigated in the literature.
However, studying the force characteristics in Figures 9.4–9.7 closer, it can
be observed that the maxima and minima in the resulting tire force sur-
faces occur at di!erent lateral and longitudinal slip combinations. Also, the
sharpness and width of the maxima and minima change for the di!erent sur-
face models. Consequently, only changing the friction coe"cients will clearly
result in di!erent force characteristics compared to when changing the com-
plete set of tire model parameters, as was the case for the models used in
the study presented in this chapter. This implies that it is plausible that the
resulting optimal maneuver will be di!erent if this tire modeling approach
is chosen. This is verified by constructing a tire force model where the dry
asphalt model is used together with the friction coe"cients corresponding to
ice—i.e., all parameters in the constructed model were equal to those in the
dry asphalt model, except the friction coe"cients. Solving the time-optimal
control problem for the constructed model, see Figure 9.10, gives that the
optimal solution has significant slip, on the contrary to the results obtained
for the empirical smooth-ice model.

9.5 Conclusions

This chapter of the thesis investigated optimal road-vehicle maneuvers un-
der uncertain and varying road conditions. The overall objective of the study
was to gain insight into the dynamics when the vehicle and the tires per-
form at the limit. In addition, tire modeling required for realistic description
of the tire force characteristics on di!erent road-surfaces was discussed. It
was shown that tire force modeling on di!erent road-surfaces using only
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scaling all tire parameters as in the empirical ice model (right plot), the
time-optimal solution has significant slip for the constructed model.

a scaling of the friction coe"cients seems to be insu"cient, at least when
considering that the tires perform at their limits. Rather, when combined
longitudinal and lateral slip behavior is present, more careful tire modeling
capturing the combinations of longitudinal and lateral slip that give maxima
and minima in the tire force surface is required. The developed modeling
and optimal control methodology proposed in Chapter 8 was applied to the
minimum-time hairpin maneuvering problem, where tire models calibrated
to describe di!erent road-surfaces were investigated. The main conclusion
from the achieved results is that tire models approximately corresponding to
di!erent road characteristics, such as dry asphalt and ice, imply fundamen-
tally di!erent driving techniques for achieving the optimal maneuver. This is
considered as important findings towards the goal of developing new vehicle
safety systems robust to road-surface uncertainties.
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10

Conclusions and Future
Work

In this part of the thesis, a methodology for solution of optimal control prob-
lems for road-vehicles in time-critical situations was proposed. The method-
ology was subsequently evaluated using di!erent principles for vehicle chassis
and tire modeling. A time-optimal criterion was considered in the optimiza-
tion, with the aim of triggering extreme modes in the vehicle dynamics and
find performance limits, thus providing a basis for future development of ve-
hicle safety systems. In addition, the e!ect on the optimal maneuver when
the road-surface is changed was investigated. The main conclusion from the
presented simulation results is that even rather simplistic vehicle and tire
models, neglecting detailed gear and suspension kinematics for example,
are able to replicate behavior observed in reality performed by experienced
drivers in similar situations. Further, significant di!erences between the op-
timal driving behavior on the di!erent road-surfaces were observed. These
are both considered as important results towards the goal of having online
optimization-based vehicle safety and driver assistance technologies.

For the future, the optimization results presented in this thesis can be
used for creating a library for optimal vehicle maneuvers to be applied online
in a vehicle using real-time scheduling. In this context, other optimization
criteria than the final time, such as control signal utilization, when deter-
mining the maneuvers are of interest. Further, a natural extension of the
work presented in this thesis is trajectory generation for path tracking with
vehicles. This is of interest in, for example, ESP systems, where it is essential
that the vehicle stays within its current road lane even with significant body
and side slip. In particular, investigating how the methods developed for tra-
jectory generation for path tracking with stationary and mobile robots, see
[Olofsson et al., 2011b] and [Berntorp et al., 2013a], can be extended to the
case of road-vehicles are natural future work of the results presented in this
thesis.
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A

Vehicle and Tire Model
Parameters

In this appendix, the model parameters for the vehicle and tire configurations
investigated in Chapter 8 and Chapter 9 are provided.

Table A.1 Vehicle model parameters used in the di!erent vehicle model
configurations studied in Chapter 8 and Chapter 9.

Notation Value Unit

lf 1.3 m
lr 1.5 m
w 0.8 m
m 2 100 kg
Ixx 765 kgm2

Iyy 3 477 kgm2

Izz 3 900 kgm2

Re 0.3 m
Rw 0.3 m
$ 0.3 m
Iw 4.0 kgm2

g 9.82 ms!2

h 0.5 m
K" 178 000 Nm/rad
D" 16 000 Nms/rad
K# 363 540 Nm/rad
D# 30 960 Nms/rad
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Appendix A. Vehicle and Tire Model Parameters

Table A.2 Tire model parameters for friction ellipse with isotropic be-
havior (FE-Iso), nonisotropic behavior (FE-Noniso), and weighting func-
tions with isotropic behavior (WF-Iso), nonisotropic behavior (WF-Noniso),
studied in Chapter 8. Note that in (8.17)–(8.18) in Chapter 8 the relations
Bx,i = C!,i/(µxFz,iCx) and By,i = C",i/(µyFz,iCy), i ! {f, r}, hold.

Parameter FE-Iso FE-Noniso WF-Iso WF-Noniso

µx 1.0 1.2 1.0 1.2
µy 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

C$,f 1.09e5 1.09e5 1.09e5 1.09e5
C$,r 1.02e5 1.02e5 1.02e5 1.02e5
C%,f 1.09e5 2.38e5 1.09e5 2.38e5
C%,r 1.02e5 2.06e5 1.02e5 2.06e5
Cx 1.3 1.7 1.3 1.7
Cy 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3

Bx1,f - - 8.55 11.23
Bx2,f - - 8.33 10.80
Cx$,f - - 1.03 1.14
By1,f - - 8.63 6.37
By2,f - - 8.35 2.64
By3,f - - 0 0
Cy%,f - - 1.03 1.03
Bx1,r - - 9.28 11.71
Bx2,r - - 9.04 11.61
Cxa,r - - 1.03 1.14
By1,r - - 9.38 5.88
By2,r - - 9.08 2.98
By3,r - - 0 0
Cy%,r - - 1.02 1.08
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Table A.3 Tire model parameters used to represent dry asphalt, wet
asphalt, snow, and smooth ice in Chapter 9.

Parameter Dry Wet Snow Ice

µx,f 1.20 1.06 0.407 0.172
µx,r 1.20 1.07 0.409 0.173
Bx,f 11.7 12.0 10.2 31.1
Bx,r 11.1 11.5 9.71 29.5

Cx,f , Cx,r 1.69 1.80 1.96 1.77
Ex,f 0.377 0.313 0.651 0.710
Ex,r 0.362 0.300 0.624 0.681
µy,f 0.935 0.885 0.383 0.162
µy,r 0.961 0.911 0.394 0.167
By,f 8.86 10.7 19.1 28.4
By,r 9.30 11.3 20.0 30.0

Cy,f , Cy,r 1.19 1.07 0.550 1.48
Ey,f -1.21 -2.14 -2.10 -1.18
Ey,r -1.11 -1.97 -1.93 -1.08

Cx$,f , Cx$,r 1.09 1.09 1.09 1.02
Bx1,f , Bx1,r 12.4 13.0 15.4 75.4
Bx2,f , Bx2,r -10.8 -10.8 -10.8 -43.1
Cy%,f , Cy%,r 1.08 1.08 1.08 0.984
By1,f , By1,r 6.46 6.78 4.19 33.8
By2,f , By2,r 4.20 4.20 4.20 42.0
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B

Code Listings

Listing B.1 The Modelica and Optimica code implementing the hairpin
maneuver problem with the single-track model with isotropic tire model,
discussed in Section 8.5.

1 optimization ha i rp in ( objective = finalTime ,
2 startTime=0,
3 finalTime( free=true ,
4 min=0.1 ,
5 initialGuess=10))
6

7 // Input s i g n a l s
8 constant Real ddeltamax = 1 ; // Max s t e e r ra te
9 constant Real deltamax = 0 . 5 ; // Max s t e e r ang l e

10 Real d e l t a ( start =0, fixed=true , min="deltamax ,
11 max=deltamax , nominal=0.2) ;
12 input Real dde l ta ( start =0, fixed=true , min="ddeltamax ,
13 max=ddeltamax ) ;
14

15 input Real Twf(min="car . Twfmax , max=0,
16 nominal=car . Twfmax ) ;
17 input Real Twr(min="car . Twrmax , max=car . Twrmax ,
18 nominal=car . Twrmax ) ;
19

20 // Geometric t rack parameters
21 constant Real R1i = 3 ;
22 constant Real R2i = 50 ;
23 constant Real R1o = 8 ;
24 constant Real R2o = 58 ;
25

26 // Def ine i n i t i a l and f i n a l p o s i t i o n s o f the car
27 parameter Real X_final = ( R1i+R1o ) / 2 ;
28 parameter Real Y_final = 0 ;
29 parameter Real p s i _ f i n a l = "Modelica . Constants . p i /2 ;
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30

31 // Def ine car model , i n i t i a l coord i na tes , and vx
32 CarModel car (X0="(R1i+R1o )/2 , Y0=0,
33 vx0 =25/3.6 , X(min="8, max=8) ,
34 Y(min=0, max=55) ,
35 beta (min="1, max=5)) ;
36

37 equation

38 der ( d e l t a ) = dde l ta ;
39 connect ( de lta , car . d e l t a ) ;
40 connect (Twf , car . Twf ) ;
41 connect (Twr , car . Twr ) ;
42

43 constraint

44 ( car .X/R1i )^6 + ( car .Y/R2i )^6 >= 1 ;
45 ( car .X/R1o)^6 + ( car .Y/R2o)^6 <= 1 ;
46

47 car .X( finalTime) = X_final ;
48 car .Y( finalTime) = Y_final ;
49 car . p s i ( finalTime) = p s i _ f i n a l ;
50 end ha i rp in ;
51

52

53 // ////// VEHICLE MODEL ////////
54

55 model CarModel
56 constant Real pi = Modelica . Constants . p i ;
57

58 // I n i t i a l parameters
59 parameter Real X0 = 0 ;
60 parameter Real Y0 = 0 ;
61 parameter Real vx0 = 25 ;
62

63 // Veh i c l e p r o p e r t i e s
64 parameter Real l = 2 . 8 ;
65 parameter Real l f = 1 . 3 ;
66 parameter Real l r = l" l f ;
67 parameter Real m = 2100;
68 parameter Real I z z = 3900;
69 parameter Real g = 9 . 8 2 ;
70

71 // Tire parameters
72 parameter Real mu = 1 ;
73 parameter Real Cf = 1.09 e5 ;
74 parameter Real Cr = 1.02 e5 ;
75 parameter Real Fzf = m#g# l r / l ;
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Appendix B. Code Listings

76 parameter Real Fzr = m#g# l f / l ;
77 parameter Real C = 1 . 3 ;
78 parameter Real Bf = Cf /(mu# Fzf #C) ;
79 parameter Real Br = Cr /(mu#Fzr#C) ;
80

81 parameter Real Rw = 0 . 3 ; // loaded wheel rad i us
82 parameter Real Iw = 4 ;
83

84 parameter Real Twfmax = mu# Fzf #Rw;
85 parameter Real Twrmax = mu#Fzr#Rw;
86 parameter Real Fxfmax = mu# Fzf ;
87 parameter Real Fxrmax = mu#Fzr ;
88 parameter Real Fyfmax = mu# Fzf ;
89 parameter Real Fyrmax = mu#Fzr ;
90

91 // Model i npu ts
92 Modelica . Blocks . I n t e r f a c e s . RealInput d e l t a (min="0.5,
93 max=0.5 , nominal=0.2) ;
94 Modelica . Blocks . I n t e r f a c e s . RealInput Twf(min="Twfmax ,
95 max=0, nominal=Twfmax ) ;
96 Modelica . Blocks . I n t e r f a c e s . RealInput Twr(min="Twrmax ,
97 max=Twrmax , nominal=Twrmax ) ;
98

99 // Model v a r i a b l e s
100 Real X(nominal=50, start=X0, fixed=true ) ;
101 Real Y(nominal=10, start=Y0, fixed=true ) ;
102 Real p s i (nominal=pi , start=pi /2 , fixed=true ) ;
103 Real vy(nominal=1, start =0, fixed=true ) ;
104 Real vx(nominal=10, start=vx0 , fixed=true , min=5);
105 Real dps i (nominal=1, start =0, fixed=fa l se ) ;
106 Real a lpha f (nominal=0.2 , start =0);
107 Real alphar (nominal=0.2 , start =0);
108 Real beta (nominal=0.2 , start =0, fixed=true ) ;
109 Real Fyf0 (nominal=mu#Fzf , start =0);
110 Real Fyr0 (nominal=mu#Fzr , start =0);
111 Real Fyf (nominal=mu#Fzf , start =0,
112 min="Fyfmax , max=Fyfmax ) ;
113 Real Fyr (nominal=mu#Fzr , start =0,
114 min="Fyrmax , max=Fyrmax ) ;
115 Real Fxf (nominal=mu#Fzf , start =0,
116 min="Fxfmax , max=Fxfmax ) ;
117 Real Fxr (nominal=mu#Fzr , start =0,
118 min="Fxrmax , max=Fxrmax ) ;
119 Real omegaf (nominal=30, start=vx0/Re , fixed=true ) ;
120 Real omegar (nominal=30, start=vx0/Re , fixed=true ) ;
121 Real kappaf (nominal=0.3 , start =0);
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122 Real kappar (nominal=0.3 , start =0);
123 Real vxf (nominal=10, start=vx0 ) ;
124 Real vxr (nominal=10, start=vx0 ) ;
125

126 equation

127 beta = vy/vx ;
128

129 // Motion equa t i ons
130 ( der ( vy)+vx# dps i )#m = ( Fyf# cos ( d e l t a ) +
131 Fyr + Fxf# s i n ( d e l t a ) ) ;
132 der ( dps i )# I z z = ( l f # Fyf# cos ( d e l t a ) " l r #Fyr +
133 l f #Fxf# s i n ( d e l t a ) ) ;
134 ("vy# dps i+der ( vx ) )#m = ( Fxf# cos ( d e l t a ) +
135 Fxr " Fyf# s i n ( d e l t a ) ) ;
136

137 Twf " Iw#der ( omegaf ) " Fxf#Rw = 0 ;
138 Twr " Iw#der ( omegar ) " Fxr#Rw = 0 ;
139

140 // S l i p ang l e s
141 a lpha f = d e l t a " atan ( ( vy + l f # dps i )/ vx ) ;
142 alphar = "atan ( ( vy " l r # dps i )/ vx ) ;
143

144 vxf = vx# cos ( d e l t a ) + ( vy+l f # dps i )# s i n ( d e l t a ) ;
145 vxr = vx ;
146

147 kappaf = (Rw#omegaf " vxf )/ vxf ;
148 kappar = (Rw#omegar " vxr )/ vxr ;
149

150 // Tire f o r c e s
151 Fxf = mu# Fzf # s i n (C# atan ( Bf# kappaf ) ) ;
152 Fxr = mu# Fzr# s i n (C# atan (Br#kappar ) ) ;
153

154 Fyf0 = mu# Fzf # s i n (C# atan ( Bf# a lpha f ) ) ;
155 Fyr0 = mu# Fzr# s i n (C# atan (Br# alphar ) ) ;
156

157 Fyf = Fyf0 #(1 " 0 .9999# ( Fxf/Fxfmax ) ^ 2 ) ^ 0 . 5 ;
158 Fyr = Fyr0 #(1 " 0 .9999# ( Fxr/Fxrmax ) ^ 2 ) ^ 0 . 5 ;
159

160 // Globa l coord i na tes
161 der ( p s i ) = dpsi ;
162 der (X) = vx# cos ( p s i ) " vy# s i n ( p s i ) ;
163 der (Y) = vx# s i n ( p s i ) + vy# cos ( p s i ) ;
164 end CarModel ;
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